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1. Introduction

Chronic renal failure (CRF) is a progressive and untreatable disease which is associated with numerous complex metabolic and hormonal changes leading to a development of consequent complications which further change function of all organ systems [1]. CRF has several stages. The last one is known as the end-stage renal disease (ESRD). The renal function at this stage has to be replaced by either hemodialysis (HD) or peritoneal dialysis (PD). Such treatment is a life saving method but it does not completely substitute function of healthy kidney [2]. Therefore the best solution for all patients is kidney transplantation. Certain level of physical fitness of all patients on the waiting list for the transplantation is necessary for both successful transplant surgery as well as high quality of life (QoL) with the transplanted kidney. Long-term inactivity prior the kidney transplantation and most importantly during the dialysis treatment leads to diminished physical fitness of dialysis patients who most often suffer from muscular atrophy, low capacity of musculoskeletal system, bone and joint diseases, or system nervous malfunctions [3].

ESRD patients often suffer from other diseases. Associated lifestyle changes typically affect motor and cardiovascular systems. Complications associated with deterioration of those systems have negative impact on the renal disease itself and consequently results in diminished QoL. In fact HD patients’ mortality is caused by cardiovascular diseases from 50% (atherosclerosis, ischemic heart disease, and hypertension) [4-7].

Physical load is less tolerated by HD patients as the disease progresses without the influence of the renal disease type [8]. Deligiannis [7] and Kouidi [9] found that patients with CRF have maximal oxygen consumption decreased by 50% as compared to healthy but sedentary population. Complications associated with motor system include bone, joint, and muscular problems caused by renal osteodystrophy which is typical for long-term CRF patients. Other
complications typical for CRF patients and dialysis treatment include anemia, diabetes mel‐litus, lipid and protein metabolic disorders, uremic myopathy and neuropathy, malnutri‐tion, or all cause peripheral neuropathy [10, 11, 12]. Long-term HD patients often suffer from peripheral vascular disease, dialysis amyloidosis, cerebrovascular complications, immunodeficiency, infections, malignant diseases, etc. [2]. All those complications limit pa‐tients’ physical fitness and occupational capacity [7, 13]. Decreased physical activity is characterized by functional failures of motor system (back pain, spinal blocks, joint pain) and is associated with limited joint range, muscular shortages, decreased muscular power and endurance, stability disorders, gait changes, or coordination failures [14, 15, 16]. Also one of the most frequent disturbing symptoms of HD patients is pain [17-20]. As a result of above mentioned complications HD patients prefer sedentary lifestyle. Most of those com‐plications and its relationship with physical activity will be described in detail in the follow‐ing chapters.

Both age of HD patients as well as their quality of life has been improved by a modern tech‐nology of dialysis treatment however it is still not comparable with healthy population [21]. HD patients are stressed by a burden of a life threat by untreatable condition typical for pa‐tients with chronic conditions such as CRF. In addition HD patients must respect strict dial‐ysis regime (dialysis procedure 2 – 3 times per week for 4 -5 hours). Therefore HD patients often suffer from anxiety, inferiority, and depression [3, 22, 23].

Despite variety of causes leading to limited physical activity of HD patients we have a rea‐son to conclude that earlier mentioned restrictions can be positively influenced by appropri‐ate physical activity. International literature provides evidence that regular physical activity may effectively improve overall status of HD patients (in detail later). Regular physical ac‐tivity is crucial component of active lifestyle not only among healthy population but also among those with chronic conditions. Certain volume and intensity of physical activity is an effective tool to improve QoL among chronically ill patients and should be a vital part of non-pharmacological complex treatment. Physical activity is currently considered a com‐mon part of multidisciplinary approach that consist except for medical treatment also con‐sultations with dietologist, psychologist, and sometimes even social worker. However services of physiotherapists who could propose appropriate physical activity programs for patient on dialysis are still rather rare. Physical activity – passive or active – defined by vol‐ume, intensity, and content represents subsequent treatment. Important is also its psycho‐social effect which can positively influence performance of everyday tasks by increased self‐confidence, assertive behavior, clear thinking, ability to deal with problems and with the disease, etc. [24].

The goal of this chapter is to emphasize meaning of physical activity among patients on di‐alysis. The key benefit of regular physical activity in HD patients is to maintain self support‐ed life and independence that is especially important for the elderly patients. The chapter is focused on the description of selected factors influencing physical and mental fitness and presents various ways of appropriate intradialytic and interdialytic physical exercises. In ad‐dition it includes description of physical activity programs developed to improve fitness sta‐tus before and after kidney transplantation.
2. Body

2.1. Problem statement

The issues of physical activity programs realization and its influence on quality of life among ESRD patients on dialysis is still discussed topic. In the past 40 years it has been conducted many trials focused on testing the effects of physical fitness among ESRD patients on dialysis, and describing overall benefits of regular physical activity on fitness and mental status [25-47]. The goal of all studies was to offer patients with the interest to include physical activity into daily routines an appropriate fitness program that can be performed during hemodialysis as well as in their free time. Offered programs included both individual and group conditioning exercises.

During the evaluation of the effect of activity programs it has been found that the exercise was a brand new experience for most of the patients and that it was often perceived as a motivating factor to maintain physically active even between dialysis procedures [33, 40, 48, 49]. Although the attendance rate of physical activity programs was found somewhat lower in the classes offered between the dialysis. Also early termination was more often observed in the interdialysis classes [48, 50-52]. The most common causes of the early termination included problems with transportation to the classes, lack of free time between dialysis procedures, lack of motivation, and fatigue. Organized physical activity represents for the majority of patients the only chance to perform regular physical activity. Also organized physical activity is known to be more motivating, guarantees expert supervision and heart functions monitoring. There are number of studies conducted to evaluate a use of individual physiotherapy interventions for those with motor system disorders due to dialysis and after kidney transplantation [14, 53-58]. Those studies provided clear evidence that the role of the physiotherapist is absolutely crucial in the multidisciplinary care team working with HD patients. The goal of physiotherapy tailored to HD patients´ needs is to optimize physical fitness necessary for safe and long-life mobility and independence with the effort to eliminate dependence on the others for as long as possible [55]. It is important to emphasize substantial financial savings associated with more independent living caused by adequate physical fitness and with a reduction of the use of pharmacotherapy due to decreased blood pressure. According to Miller [59] a year savings of one HD patient can reach 885 USD only for pharmacotherapy expenses.

2.2. Application area

As mentioned earlier ESRD patients on dialysis cannot tolerate physical load as effectively as healthy population. Actually the toleration is decreased by 50%. Also they experience lower muscular power, motor system failures, etc. This all together leads to preferred sedentary behavior which was supported by many research studies published in the past 20 years [3, 7-9, 21, 36, 40-47, 49, 55, 59-61].

This chapter is focused on the description of selected factors (complications) associated with ESRD and renal dialysis treatment (RDT), especially those affecting physical fitness of HD
patients. Special attention is paid to motor system disorders. Its symptoms negatively im‐
 pact patients’ abilities and are often accompanied by the first signs of polymorbidity. Yet
many conditions can be effectively treated in its early stages by for example regular physical
activity which consists of both active and passive techniques.

There is also a huge area dealing with quality of life of ESRD patient. The problematic will
be discussed only briefly although it would deserve whole chapter.

Most of the health complications associated with the ESRD and the dialysis treatment do not
allow medical personnel to focus attention just on individual systems. The approach must
be multidisciplinary. Knowledge of individual conditions typical for HD patients can help
to improve the overall cure management and overall approach to the kidney patients. Be‐
cause individual co-morbidities are interrelated, relevant issues will be discussed across fol‐
lowing chapters.

2.2.1. Impact of selected factors of physical fitness in HD patients

It is important to keep in mind specific rules of physical activity performance among HD
patients that are associated with identified limitations and to adjust the intensity and type of
physical activity if necessary [36, 62-65].

The most limiting factors of aerobic capacity are: increased concentration of “uremic toxins”
in blood, anemia, metabolic acidosis with developed muscle malfunction, uremic myopathy, uremic polyneuropathy, hypercalcemia, cardiovascular abnormality, or hypokinesis [9, 36,
66, 67]. Maximal exercise load at deconditioned HD individuals is only at 51% of population
 norms and the most limiting factor is muscle fatigue which is closely related to injury and
breathlessness. Therefore exercise intensity close to anaerobic threshold, dynamic exercises
with heavy weight, or exercises involving rapid intensity changes are not recommended for
HD patients. On the other hand aerobic activities characterized by low secretion of lactose
are beneficial. Interruption of exercise or immediate intensity decrease are recommended
when breathlessness, muscle fatigue, or heart rate above training levels are experienced.

Factors negatively impacting aerobic fitness are: reduced cardiac function due to low traina‐
bility and decreased heart rate response to exercise load, low transport capacity of blood for
oxygen due to developed anemia, diminished muscle function due to uremic myopathy and
atrophy. The cause of diminished physical fitness among HD patients is impaired metabolic
activity of skeletal striated muscle due to: depletion of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), deple‐
tion of energetic substance such as glycogen, limited oxygen exchange, acidosis, intracellular
electrolyt disorders, and constant muscle tissue loss caused by catabolic processes. Oxygen
distribution to exercising muscles is decreased due to a combination of low cardiac function
(limited chronotropic reaction to physical loading) with low transport capacity of oxygen
(anemia) and low utilization of energetic substances (enzymatic blockage and detraining).
Physical fitness of HD patients is influenced by muscle weakness (reduced ability to utilize
energetic substances), uremia, deconditioning, and decreased heart response (due to poly‐
neuropathy) to physical activity [68].
2.2.2. Anemia and physical fitness

Common accompanying signs of physical activity are diminished blood transport capacity for oxygen, premature onset of muscle fatigue, lowered performance, diminished maximal oxygen consumption, etc. Anemia is accompanied by metabolic adaptation of the organism to a lower oxygen supply which negatively impacts the reaction to physical activity. Inadequate oxygen supply to mitochondria is the cause of insufficient anaerobic energy metabolism even at lower intensity levels. Therefore the increased metabolic acidosis and lungs’ ventilation followed by breathlessness is further developed in HD patients. Patients’ reaction is characterized by high heart minute volume influenced by high heart rate at almost normal levels of the end-systolic volume. The levels of anaerobic threshold, maximal oxygen consumption (VO\textsubscript{2max}), maximal vessel oxygen as well as other relevant factors affecting physical fitness and efficiency are seriously decreased.

Ulmer et al. [69] points out decreased working capacity by 50% due to anemia, especially immediately after the dialysis procedure. Long-term changes of complete blood count among ill individuals are associated with oxidative metabolic changes. Therefore high intensity activities and explosive sports or exercises are inappropriate for HD patients with anemia. It is crucial to monitor side effects of physical activity such as fatigue, nausea, breathlessness, or head pain and to adjust intensity if necessary. Aerobic performance of HD patients can be improved by gradual endurance training.

2.2.3. Hypertension and physical fitness

As mentioned earlier most of the HD patients suffer from hypertension. According to published studies reviewed by Parsons et al. [61] 50-90% of HD population has a level of blood pressure higher than 140/90 mmHg. Physical activity is always accompanied by increased heart rate and blood pressure which produce higher demand of heart to a supply of blood and oxygen. Such phenomenon is among hypertonic patients even increased therefore blood pressure reaches undesirable levels during physical activity as well as resting. Thus the anti-hypertensive pharmacotherapy is often required despite its negative impact on the reaction of cardiovascular apparatus on physical activity. It is absolutely crucial to know all drugs and customize the actual type and intensity of physical activity according to individual needs.

Several indicators such as heart rate (HR), blood pressure, (BP), subjective perception of physical activity and its intensity measured by Borg scale are regularly monitored during physical activity [70, 71]. It is impossible to use a classical calculation of maximal heart rate and subsequently training heart rate (220 minus age multiplied by 60-70%) due to present complications and medication [72]. Intensity of physical activity must be determined individually based on the results of prior objective and subjective testing and constantly controlled by the Borg scale [70, 71]. Static strength exercises are not recommended for patient with hypertension. Breath holdings combined with static and dynamic exercises of high intensity, sudden position changes, or exercising with hands above head is strictly forbidden. Heart rate of individuals using beta blockers is during physical activity significantly lower as compared to healthy population without the use of such medication. Any physical activity is
strictly contraindicated for patients with rest arrhythmia, tachycardia, or bradycardia without obvious reasons.

However, results of various studies conducted to evaluate the influence of physical activity on lowered blood pressure provide inconsistent conclusions. For example, Hagberg et al. [30] found that blood pressure can be lowered from 155 mmHg to 135 mmHg after only 3-months conditioning intervention. Deligiannis et al. [73] found similar but moderate decrease of blood pressure, from 145/87 to 136/79 mmHg. Interestingly, Ridley et al. [74] and Miller et al. [59] found significant decrease of antihypertensive pharmacotherapy consumption after just 3-months intervention although their research did not support the results of the two previous studies. Similar results were provided by Miller et al. [59]. In his research study on average 36% of patients reached decreased amounts of antihypertensive pharmacotherapy which lead to economic savings of 885 USD per patient per year. On the other hand, research studies conducted by Parsons et al. [61], DePaul et al. [75] and Cappy et al. [76] did not support such positive findings. According to their results only 3-months intervention does not ensure significant decrease of blood pressure or the decrease of antihypertensive pharmacotherapy consumption. The question is whether the length, intensity, and type of physical activity as presented in the studies are sufficient or not.

2.2.4. Atherosclerosis and physical activity

Failures of lipid metabolism are often presented among ESRD patients. One of the main risk factors of atherosclerosis is insufficient physical activity which is very common for HD patients. Research studies [29, 68, 77] conducted to evaluate effect of 6-9 months training on lipid metabolism in HD patients provided evidence that exercise decreases levels of triacylglycerol (TGC) to 25-39% and increases plasmatic high-density lipoprotein (HDL) to 22-23% (hypertriglyceridemia and lowered level of HDL might be caused by decreased function of lipoprotein lipases) [78]. Nevertheless, it is necessary to consider possible negative consequences of the high demand on circulation during the physical activity. Physical activity is associated with accelerated blood flow. In accordance with hydrodynamic law the speed of the flow – both laminar or turbulent - has specific pressure demands on the vessels’ walls. Regardless the speed turbulation always occurs in the bending or branching of for example coronary vessels. Therefore the highest demand on the vessels’ wall is presented right there. It is assumed that the increased speed during for example physical activity causes high demand on the vessels’ wall at the identified areas. This is especially thru when atherosclerosis is presented. In such cases it is required to adjust physical activity appropriately. However physical activity is a very effective prevention to atherosclerosis.

2.2.5. Diabetes mellitus and physical activity

It is absolutely crucial to check the level of glykemia before a start of any physical activity. The risk of hypoglycemia or hyperglycemia is high among decompensated diabetes individuals during physical activity. Physical activity recommendations should be followed when indicating physical activity in HD patients [62-64, 79].
2.2.6. Malnutrition and physical activity

Malnutrition increases the risk of morbidity, mortality, and diminished quality of life among renal disease population [80]. Malnutrition, muscle tissue loss, and muscle fatigue are closely related to lower physical activity levels of HD patients [81-83]. Also malnutrition is associated with the retention of “uremic toxins” which further supports suppression of protein synthesis and stimulates its catabolism processes [16]. Symptoms such as loss of active muscle tissue, muscle atrophy, and muscle fatigue are closely related to protein metabolism malfunctions. It is important to consider that similar losses naturally occur with age. Therefore the effort to maintain muscle tissue and power for as long as possible is especially important for HD patients because the majority of them is over 60 years and the issues of independence and self supported life are very real [84, 85].

Several studies [13, 37, 86-88] suggest that the muscle power (resistance) training represents the most effective way how to support lipid synthesis in muscles, reduce their catabolism, and support hypertrophy of muscle fibers. Kouidi et al. [13] and Sakkas et al. [88] conducted many studies about muscle fiber morphology (m. gastrocnemius, m. quadriceps femoris) in HD patients during regular physical activity. They found that 6-months intervention courses may reduce an atrophied tissue from 21% to only 2%. Also studies focused on issues of nutrition status in HD patients and the effect of physical activity provide clear evidence that regular physical activity is beneficial as soon as after 3-months of training [76, 89, 90].

2.2.7. Hypokinesis and physical fitness

Limited physical activity – hypokinesis – has negative impact on physical fitness in HD patients. One of the causes might be the fact that those patients spend 600-1000 (4-6 weeks) hours per year sitting or lying during dialysis procedure which is in most cases required 3 times per week for 4-5 hours [36]. It has been published that due to this fact 30 years old patients have working capacity only at 75%, 30 to 60 years old at only 57% and over 60 years old at only 40% of healthy population norms.

In 1981 Gutman et al. [26] conducted study evaluating quantity of physical activity and independence in activities of daily living (ADL) in 2191 HD patients. It was found that only 60% of study participants were completely or partially independent of outside help. Another 20% were independent only at home environment and remaining 20% were completely dependent on the help of others. According to Kouidi et al. [40] HD patients are interested to participate in long-term organized physical activity programs and their adherence is in general high. The authors concluded that after 4 years of the study duration those HD patients who fully completed interdialysis physical activity program reached great results. 70% of them experienced increased oxygen consumption during the physical activity, 53% of them could participate in longer physical exercises, and 52% of them improved their anaerobic thresholds. On the other hand those HD patients who dropped of the program experienced rapid loss of physical fitness and muscular strength after only 4 weeks. According to life-long experiences of Daul and Schäfers [49] the organized exercise sessions during dialysis are the only effective way for the majority of dialysed patients how to regularly participate in physical activity.
2.2.8. Hemodialysis procedures and physical fitness

Lichtenbelt et al. [91] compared the values of working capacity, cardiac output, heart rate, vessels’ volume, or arteriovenous oxygen extraction in intradialytic and interdialytic exercise programs and did not find the difference. Arterial volume of oxygen increased during maximal physical activity faster among patients in the intradialytic exercise program as compared to the patients in the interdialytic exercise program. Hemodialysis itself does not cause acute response on the exercise except for trivial influence on hemoconcentration. Barnea et al. [92] did not find any difference in working capacity immediately prior and 12 hours after the dialysis. One of the possible explanations of a speedy secretion of “uremic toxins” during hemodialysis seems to be the physical loading. There are several studies [61, 76, 93, 94] focused on the effect of physical loading during hemodialysis on levels of urea in serum and in dialyzer. The indicator of evaluation of hemodialysis success is the Kt/V ratio (K = clearance of urea in dialyzer in ml/min; t = time of dialysis in minutes; V = volume of total body fluids which is equal to 60% of patient’s weight). Cappy et al. [76] and Kong et al. [93] provided evidence that the Kt/V ratio can be increased by 13% after regular physical activity during hemodialysis. This increase is caused by higher blood flow through the working muscles. Parsons et al. [61] focused his research on the effect of 8-weeks physical activity program during hemodialysis on the more effective removal of uremic toxins. Also the effect of the program on working capacity and the subjective quality of life in HD patients was evaluated. It was found that the program slightly increased level of urea in dialyzer but the Kt/V ratio remained the same.

Due to the motion of body fluids during the dialysis and associated changes in the blood pressure the most appropriate and optimal time for physical activity during hemodialysis is considered the second hour of the treatment. Physical activity is not recommended at the beginning of the treatment because of high extracellular volume and possible increase of blood pressure. On the other hand the end of the treatment (fourth hour) is known for increased risk of hypotension events and cramps [61, 62, 95].

2.2.9. A-v shunt and physical fitness

A-v shunt requires special care during physical activity. It is not recommended to wear watch or bracelets on the arm with the a-v shunt. A-v shunt should be protected from rubbing by sterile gaze also during swimming or other water activities. Any contact sports with the risk of falling or being hurt as well as sports for couples involving hands holding are not recommended. Also lifting of heavy objects should be avoided. On the other hand exercises with light objects such as overballs, light balls, and blow up balls are appropriate. Activation of the arm with a-s shut supports blood flow, improves vessels’ elasticity and function of the a-v shunt in general. Although it is not recommended to test heart rate in the area of a-v shunt it is possible to do so in the case of peripheral nervous system disorders. Otherwise hand palpation on the arm with a-v shunt is not accurate because of false values of diastolic blood pressure.
2.2.10. Skin changes, bleeding and physical fitness

Skin of most HD patients is frail and sensitive to injury. In addition, healing is significantly worsened among diabetics. Increased bleeding is enhanced by antithrombotic treatment, thrombosis due to uremic changes, and vessel’s wall frailty. It is recommended to avoid all activities that may lead to skin damages.

2.2.11. Uremic myopathy, polyneuropathy and muscular activity

Daul et al. [36] provided evidence that loss of muscular strength may be caused by a degenerative change in muscle cells which is known as uremic myopathy. Additional research [96] discovered a hypertrophy of anaerobic fiber type I in HD patients. In the most recent studies that use p-magnetic resonance spectroscopy was found out that except for morphological also metabolism functional changes occur in the muscles of dialysed patients [97, 98]. The most affected are muscles of lower extremities where the decline can reach 50-70% and where the muscle fatigue is the most apparent [99, 100]. Lower extremities are also affected by uremic polyneuropathy and muscular atrophy. At the same time sensitivity and coordination disorders are also often detected [36]. Physical activity should be focused on systematic strengthening of low extremities muscles. Other consequences of uremic stages are in detail described in the following section Motor System Disorders.

3. Motor system disorders

Prevalence of musculoskeletal complications which is already common in the population increases with longer life expectancy of HD patients [14, 55, 101]. Together with other complications musculoskeletal issues are responsible for rapid deterioration of functional abilities necessary for independent living and consequently diminished quality of life.

So far many research studies focused on motor system disorders in dialyzed patients have been recently published not only abroad [55, 101-103] but also in the Czech Republic [1]. In the following text are individual motor system disorder presented according to the most recent research findings. Table 1 at the end of this chapter presents discussed motor system disorders (MSD).

Common symptoms of such disorders include pain, limited dynamics, diminished muscular strength, early onset of fatigue, diminished sensitivity as well as other symptoms. The causes of all symptoms are often interrelated. Most of the disorders are caused by structural changes due to uremic stages but other causes such as sedentary lifestyle and other restrictions associated with renal dialysis treatment have been recognized and described. With the regard to multifactorial etiology relevant disorders are organized into groups according to location of the individual disorder as follows: disorders affecting whole motor system, joints, bone tissue, muscle tissue, peripheral nervous tissue, and other remaining disorders.
3.1. Disorders affecting whole motor system

Dialysed patients have extremely low physical fitness and endurance. A primal cause has not been discovered so far but important factors negatively influencing fitness have been recognized and include anemia, uremic myopathy, decreased utilization of oxygen by working muscles [3, 13, 104] and sedentary lifestyle so common for HD patients [105].

Fatigue is in general described as weakness, feeling of exhaustion, and lack of energy [106]. It is one of the most often occurred problems among dialysis patients [107]. Fatigue prevalence reaches 60-97% and may be even 3 time higher as compared to healthy population [108]. Physiological and psychological causes of this fatigue are hypoparathyreoidismus, uremia, anemia, depression, diminished quality of sleep, psychosocial stress, physical inactivity [106], muscle energetic metabolism disorders, diminished central activation, muscle contraction failures, and neuromuscular transmission – symptom of uremic polyneuropathy and myopathy (in detail described later) [108].

Specific type of fatigue often presented among dialysis patients is so called postdialysis fatigue [109]. Its development is caused by many factors which can influence its level and duration. It is possible to ease symptoms by increased frequency of dialyses procedures [110]. The most important factor seems to be a level of daily habitual activity – less activity means stronger fatigue [109]. Fatigue is the most frequent obstacle to physical activities [111]. It is a very complex problem which from the point of view of nephrology requires multidisciplinary approach. However this field still suffers from lack of research focused on pathogenesis and adequate treatment [106]. Pharmacotherapy includes prescription of erytroprotein and other similar drugs controlling anemia [112, 113]. Effective non-pharmacological approaches are represented by endurance training during hemodialysis [114], yoga [115], or acupressure [116].

Another often very disturbing disorder detected in dialysed patients is a back pain – most often low-back pain or lumbar pain [58]. Illness of certain organs evocated by nociceptive stimulation has a characteristic pattern of reactions in the motor system - not only in the correspondent innervations segments but practically in the whole motor system [117, 118]. Then we are talking about so called visceral pattern [117]. Such changes may become a factor that keeps the problems such as in most cases pain presented [117]. Except for typical pain that most of us know as renal colic it is typical also already mentioned low-back pain [118]. Subjective difficulties depend on the range and stage of the illness [119]. Approximately 36% of patients suffer from low-back pain which is often associated with stability failures, muscle weakness, arterial hypertension, bone disorders, and cerebrovascular disorders [58]. One of the most frequent disturbance symptoms in dialysed patients is pain [17-20]. Pain associated with locomotor system disturbances reduces the functional capacity even in healthy population. Pain in combination with polymorbidty leads to a fast overall deconditioning and total functional capacity reduction [55] and consequently diminished QoL.

However this area of expertise still lacks the knowledge gained in research studies, especially the treatment methods are still underdeveloped [58]. Within physiotherapy intervention
the most appropriate techniques appears to be a soft techniques, mobilization in blocked segments as and other blockages and spasms, electrotherapy treatments (solum, diadynamic streams, TENS), and reduction of defective movement stereotypes. Available medication includes salicylates, non-steroid antirheumatics, and analgetics. Myorelaxats are considered only rarely in most serious cases and just for short period of time [117].

Dialysis-related amyloidosis is a special kind of amyloidosis which attacks individuals in a long-term dialysis [120]. Patophysiology based on dialysis-related amyloidosis is storing of special kind of lipids (amyloid) in bone tissues, synovial, tendons, and peripheral nerves. Over 50% of patients suffer from dialysis-related amyloidosis after 20 years of dialysis treatment [121]. Consequently complications are detected mostly at motor system and include: cystic nidsus in bone tissue, carpal tunnel syndrome, hands’ tenosynovitis, destructive spondyloarthropathy, monoarthritis, polyarthritis and also periartitis, spinal canal stenosis, cervico-occipital pseudotumors, pathology fractures and so on [121-125]. Therapeutic approaches consist of prevention of the development as well as further progression, symptomatic therapy (conservative treatment, orthopedic interventions and physiotherapy), use of biocompatibility of peritoneal dialysis fluids [101] and of course kidney transplantation [121, 126, 127].

3.2. Joints disorders

Dialysis-related arthropathy is a syndrome specific for long-term dialysed patients and is described as a result of dialysys amyloidosis (see above) – sedimentation of amyloid protein in joint tissue [128]. Symptoms are observed at some patients between 4th and 5th year of dialysis but most often the symptoms develops as late as after 15 years of dialysis [125, 129]. From the clinical point of view the disease is manifested by pain and stiffness of large and small joints on both sides, movement limitations, pain and stiffness of hands and axis joints, and spine canal syndrome [122, 125, 128, 130]. Rare exacerbations of inflammation mostly in metacarpophalangeal joints may resemble acute inflammation arthritis which can result in trigger fingers or even spontaneous tendon ruptures [128, 129]. In addition this disease can attack at about 20% of patients spinal vertebrae which is known as destructive spondyloarthropathy [131], especially in sub-axial and lumbar area [122, 127, 132, 133]. In case of spine canal syndrome and destructive spondyloarthropathy the symptoms are treated by chirurgical decompression which is rather conservative approach. Acute monoarthritis may be treated by non-steroid antirheumatics, corticoids, or by joint replacements [122]. Crystal-induced arthropathy due to sedimentation of elementar phosphat crystals is also considered a significant cause of acute joint inflammation among renal disease patients [122].

3.3. Bone tissue disorders

Kidney plays an important role in regulation system of bone and mineral metabolism [134]. Renal disease patients suffer from four different types of bone disorders which are together called renal osteodystrophy [135, 136]. Bone changes follow imbalance of basic elements
such as phosphor, aluminum [126], fluor, and strontium [137]. Production of those elements relies on several factors such as calcium-phosphor homeostasis, type of renal disease, or frequency and quantity of potentially toxic drugs. Renal osteodystrophy often worsens according to a renal disease progression, during hemodialysis, and culminates, in case of transplantation, at early post-transplant stage [135]. Renal bone diseases start simultaneously with ESRD when glomerular filtration reaches 50% of the original level. At the same time about 50% of the patients have abnormal bone histology [138]. Increased levels of alkaline phosphatase combined with high overall level of parathyroid hormone signify onset of the disease [139]. Around 70% of all dialysed patients suffer from some bone disease characterized by higher number of fractures [138] which can be even 3-4 times higher than in healthy population [140, 141]. Spontaneous fractures of ribs, ankles, vertebrae, leg, wrist and hip are the most typical [140]. Those fractures can be also caused by dialysis-related amyloidosis [125] which slightly differs from renal osteodystrophy by the presence of healing process [124]. Shiota et al. [142] describes spontaneous tendons ruptures in long-term dialysis patients usually where the tendon is attached to the bone because it causes bone frailty at the precise spot [142]. Except for earlier mentioned bone disorders long-term HD patients face high risk of osteoporosis due to age, sedentary lifestyle, nutrition, post menopause among women, or due to prior transplantation, or steroid treatment [138]. Bone mineral density measured by T-score was found in 79% of patients in lumbar vertebrae and in 59% of patients in femoral neck [139]. Lower bone mineral density was found in older dialysis women [143]. Bone mineral density should be regularly tested among all patients after they reach 3 years of the dialysis treatment because it is a great early indicator of bone fractures [140]. Patients with one of the bone disease should be supplemented by bisphosphonates - drugs that influence bone structure and mineralization [135]. Physical activity involving jumps with higher risk of fall or contact sports with a danger of potential crash are not recommended. Among individuals suffering from end stage form of renal osteodystrophy any group exercise involving walking or running should be totally avoided. Instead physical activity such cycling, swimming, water exercise in general, sitting exercise, or cycling ergometer training is highly recommended. The goal of physical activity is to support production of the bone cells and strengthen the bone structure. At the end it is important to mention that weight-bearing exercise supports successful treatment [144].

4. Peripheral nervous tissue disorders

Uremic peripheral polyneuropathy is one of the most common neurological complications in CRF [103, 145, 146]. The most plausible causes are abnormalities in peripheral nerves such as axial degeneration accompanied by secondary demyelization [145, 147]. Prevalence of uremic polyneuropathy is according to the most recent studies high. It reaches 60-100% among all CRF patients [148] and 87% among dialysed patients [149]. Neuropathy in general thrives at the glomerular filtration (GF) below 12ml/minute. This disease has a slow start and its development takes months. It is typically characterized by distal symmetric process more obvious on the lower extremities rather than the upper extremities [148]. This disease
is accompanied by muscle weakness and atrophy, areflexia of deep tendons reflexes, changes or total loss of sensitivity, and gradual spreading of neurologic deficit [146, 150]. However the symptoms may be stabilized during the dialysis treatment [146]. It is recommended to maintain serum K(+) within the normal range between individual dialysis procedures [148]. Pharmacotherapy has many side effects and in hemodialysis patients it is not effective [105]. A total recovery can be observed after successful kidney transplantation [146] but only if degeneration did not reach the advanced stage and if most of the axons were not damaged [151]. Noteworthy more than 50% of the ESRD patients suffers from neurological complications caused by diabetic peripheral polyneuropathy. This problematic is in detail discussed elsewhere [152, 153].

Sensitivity of peripheral nerves is increased during uremia. That is why individuals with ESRD have higher risk of mononeuropathy. Nervus ulnaris and nervus medianus are the two nerves that are affected the most often [154].

All dialysed patients with hand paresthesia are recommended to electrophysiology examination [155]. Carpal tunnel syndrome is treated by a surgery [126, 155-158] which is also used for ulnar nerve blockages especially when the conservative treatment is not effective and when the motor deficit is still worsening [159]. Kidney transplantation is considered to be the best preventive approach [126, 156].

Within physical activity application the attention should be paid to diminished concentration ability, restrained reaction of the organism on physical load, rapid onset of fatigue, motor coordination and fine motor skills malfunctions, muscle atrophy, disposition of orthostatic collapse especially during position changes, and diminished perspiration. Fatigue increases the risk of falling during the exercise. A risk of high blood pressure is increased during the coordination overload. HD patients often suffer from overheating, increased hear rate and even tachycardia, or risk of hypotension and collapse due to diminished perspiration. Both subjective and objective sighs of fatigue should be constantly monitored during physical activity. Physical activity session should be immediately terminated in case of failure of coordination and concentration. It is recommended to gradually train gait (on flat surfaces, off road, with obstacles, and with sudden changes of direction) in case of the presence of peripheral polyneuropathy, sensation, and coordination failures in low extremities. Recommended is also a correction of muscle atrophy by systematic strength training. HD patients vulnerable to orthostatic collapse should avoid sudden position changes or long-term standing. Due to low perspiration it is not recommended to perform high intensity physical activity. In case of high outside temperatures the intensity should be decreased even more, important is also a proper clothing, skin color and heart rate monitoring.

5. Muscle tissue disorders

Functional and structural muscle abnormalities in ESRD patients due to uremic state are in general called uremic myopathy. Hypothetical patophysiological factors are anemia, mito-
chondrial metabolism disorders and abnormal oxygen transport [160]. Morphological muscle changes of uremic patients consist of muscle atrophy, diminished endurance and fitness, and rapid onset of fatigue [98]. Usually are observable at levels below 25ml/min GF and progression advances together with decrease of renal function [160]. Overall prevalence estimation is 50% of dialysed patients [161]. Another factors influencing reduction of muscle tissue in uremic patients includes: sedentary lifestyle, hypertension, diabetes mellitus [160], uremic peripheral neuropathy [13, 147] as already described, and so called MIA syndrome (Malnutrition – inflammation – atherosclerosis) which can limit energy supply to muscles. Most studies are based on biopitic examination of muscle and clinical findings. Electromyography examination and muscle enzymes are usually within normal range. Specific treatment of uremic myopathy does not exist. Important is prevention by high-permeable dialysis membranes or by kidney transplantation [160]. Several studies found that some improvement can be achieved by aerobic training, prevention, treatment of secondary hyperparathyroidism, dietary changes, renal anemia treatment by erythropoietin [160, 162, 163], or vitamin D supplementation [164]. Over 65% of dialysed patients complain about muscle problems due to mineral metabolism disorders [165]. It is necessary to distinguish between uremic myopathy and other malfunctions caused by water and electrolyt collapse [166]. Another disease affecting uremic muscle is a progressive parathyreoid myopathy which itself is a great indicator of parathyreoidectomy [167]. Muscle inflammation or so called focal myositis can be detected during repetitive muscle pains of low extremities [168].

6. Other disorders

Restless leg syndrome is a disorder associated with uremia [154]. It is a sensomotor neurological illness characterized by constant leg motion, unpleasant feelings in lower extremities such as itching, burning, nipping, twitching, pain, and worsening of those feeling while resting (before falling asleep or at night) with occasional relief after activity performance. Etiology among dialyzed patients is unknown but it is assumed that relates to peripheral neuropathy, ESRD [154], and diminished physical activity [169]. Prevalence of the syndrome differs across studies form 10-30% [170], 58% [171] or 60% [172]. Higher prevalence is associated with diabetes mellitus, supplementation by Ca²⁺ antagonist, and dialysis treatment duration [171]. Individuals suffering from this syndrome are not able to rest, have low quality of sleep, suffer from insomnia and depression, and are under constant emotional stress [154, 173]. Patients on dialysis should focus for example on anemia reduction and supplementation by dopamine agonist. Attention should be paid to drugs’ side effects [174]. Physical activity, especially aerobic and strengthening exercise 3 times per week can reduce symptoms by 39% [175]. All symptoms disappear only few weeks after successful transplantation [174].

Another neurological complication includes several types of uremic involuntary movements due to encephalopathy, medication, or structural lesion [154]. Some studies describe flapping tremor (asterixis), action myoclonus-renal failure syndrome [154], uremic twitch-convulsive syndrome [176], chorea [177], etc.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group of disorders according to impacted tissue</th>
<th>Name of disorder</th>
<th>Subgroups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole motor system</td>
<td>Low exercise capacity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>Muscle fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post-dialysis fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reflex visceral pattern</td>
<td>Pain - most common is Low Back pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Muscle spasms, trigger points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decreased Joint Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joint blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disorders of Stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Defected Movement Stereotypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis-related Amyloidosis</td>
<td>Bone tissue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synovial tissue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ligament tissue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peripheral nerve tissue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint tissue</td>
<td>Dialysis-related Arthropathy</td>
<td>Shoulders, knees, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infectious Discitis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crystal-induced Arthropathy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone tissue</td>
<td>Renal osteodystrophy</td>
<td>Spontaneous bone fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spontaneous ligament ruptures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Osteoporosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral nerve tissue</td>
<td>Uremic Peripheral Polyneuropathy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diabetic Peripheral Polyneuropathy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mononeuropathies</td>
<td>n. ulnaris, n. medianus, some cranial nerves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeletal muscle tissue</td>
<td>Uremic myopathy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mineral metabolism malfunctions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Progressive Parathyroid Myopathy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focal myositis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (non-classifiable into groups)</td>
<td>Uremic restless legs syndrome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uremic Involuntary Movements</td>
<td>Asterixis (flapping tremor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Action myoclonus-renal failure syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Uremic twitch-convulsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chorea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. The Motor System Disorders (MSD) in Dialysis Patients [18].*
7. Quality of life of HD patients

Perception of ESRD individuals differs according to psychological, social, and medical point of view. Many different approaches how to deal with psychological and social issues and dialysis treatment have been developed and are further improved. All approaches are consistent in the opinion that dialysed patients carry a great burden and that the most important goal of all involved personnel is to ease this burden [2].

Dialysis patients as any other chronically ill individuals are exposed to a great deal of stress related to the life threatening situation. Significant component of the stress is a total dependence on medical devices, hospital and medical personnel which may be more stressful then the life threatening situation itself. The value of independent life is sometimes so strong that it is impossible to deal with the treatment which often results in depression, aggressive behavior, self destruction behavior, etc.. Dialysis procedure itself is very stressful because it involves fear from the connection to a dialyzer, pain and other related complications. Worry some are also potential failures of dialyzer, inability to predict process of dialysis, fear from the presence of other patients during complicated cases, etc.. The stress of dialysis patients is strictly specific due to various disease symptoms and demanding treatment. Other stresses typical for HD patient are as follows: loss of close persons, diet restrictions, free planning restrictions, increased time and space needs, dependence on the others, loss of physiological functions (urinations, sexual activity), increased aggression and constant threat of death.

Even dialysed patients are interested in quality of life, wisdom, and dignity. Important moment that improves patients’ quality of life is their participation in social activities, social interaction, and other consequent pleasures. Social network represents important support system that helps to live satisfactory life despite the disease [178]. Without the support system patients usually experience more complications, are more often hospitalized, and as a result of worsened health status they eventually prematurely die [179].

In fact quality of life and physical activity are closely associated. Physical activity can be perceived as a basic tool for socialization because the group stimulation typical for physical activity participation is very effective. The most important is social interaction which is absolutely crucial for all humans. Unique experiences achieved during physical activity, game or sport are positive distractions from permanent pressure of a “serious” life. Many studies concluded that physical activity is unavoidable component of healthy lifestyle and very effective tool that can release negative symptoms of the stress. Protective effect of physical activity is based on various mechanisms on various levels of psychical and somatic regulation. Well known studies provide clear evidence that physical activity can improve quality and length of life. Physical activity programs are secondary components of complex treatment [3, 10, 14, 15, 21, 28, 37, 38, 40, 48, 180].

Physical activity can significantly ease depressive and anxiety symptoms, strengthen self-confidence, improve sleep, improve adaptation to stress, improve social interaction, support of social re-integration, etc.. Important part of regular group physical activity is participants’ mutual understanding and social integration [181]. Despite all benefits it is relatively diffi-
cult to change lifestyle habits and up to date daily routines even for healthy population. This is especially true for dialysis patients due to among others fear of further worsening of the situation. Therefore intense motivation is required. But in general it is possible to conclude that physical activity significantly improves quality of life of dialysed patients and reduces mortality.

7.1. Importance of physical activity for elderly dialysis patients

CKD has recently been recognized as a number one chronic diseases primarily affecting the elderly [182]. Coresh et al. [183] found an increased prevalence of CKD among individuals over 70 years from 38% to 47% in the period from 1999 to 2004. According to US Renal Data System from 2008 the median age of a new dialysis patient is now 65 years. The fastest growing group is over 75 years. In renal patients advancing age was found to be independently associated with higher scores on the physical dimensions of Sickness Impact Profile [184].

Crucial indicator of quality of life among older patients is the degree of their independence and maintenance of the ability to continue living at their homes for as long as possible. All measures that may reduce the risk of complications and at the same time increase or maintain independence are very much welcomed from the patient as well as from society point of view. According to Kutner and Jassal [185] it is a great clinical challenge to identify factors that can support functional status of elderly dialysis patients. It has been clearly documented that regular physical activity has positive effect on the overall functional and psychosocial status of RDT patients of all ages [36, 42, 56, 185, 186]. The consensual aim of most of earlier mentioned studies was to include the appropriate form and amount of physical activity for patients who express the will to improve their physical fitness. Sedentary and already dependent elderly patient on RDT represents a great burden and expenses for health care and medical personnel [187]. Kutner [188] and many others suggest that some form of regular physical activity in routine care is a key opportunity to enhance functioning and well-being of elderly renal patients. Regular physical activity could improve elderly renal patient’s physical parameters such as strength, balance, mobility and therefore potentially lower the risk of falls [189]. Also dimensions of person’s HRQOL can be significantly improved by regular physical activity. Cycle exercise during dialysis is safe even in older HD patients with multiple co-morbidities [190]. It results in walking ability improvements and lower extremities muscle strength gain. Exercise in later life is a great way of social interaction and also a way to meet new people and thus to reduce loneliness [187]. The major goals of rehabilitation and physical activity programs for older patients are as follows: maintenance and improvement of overall physical fitness with the regard to the actual level (it is not necessary to reach the pre-disease stage but rather to maintain or improve fitness within actual capacities); improvement of mental status and mood; identification of areas of functional fitness that are weakened and thus are subjects for the therapy; group low intensity activities – exercises focused on stability corrections, joint flexibility improvements – walking (on the flat surface, off road, with help, without help); stretching exercises; isometric strength exercises – during dialysis; individual exercise program with respect to the results
of entry tests; pain monitoring; overall improvement of physical fitness of elderly patient – reduction of the need of assistive home care.

7.2. Importance of physical activity for kidney transplantation preparation

Certain level of physical fitness is necessary for dialysed patient on the waiting list for transplantation not only to guarantee successful surgery but to ensure high quality of life after the transplantation. Overweight is one of the risk factors that may complicate kidney transplantation. BMI over 35 is considered a contraindication to a surgery. The kidney transplantation itself is associated with a development of specific side effects (cause by immunosuppression) that includes increased appetite, increased fat tissue storage, etc. which all together leads to further weight gain. Long-term inactivity prior the transplantation and during the dialysis treatment results in reduction of physical fitness. Significant improvement of working capacity and tolerance of physical activity appears at the first year after the transplantation but only when prescribed physical activity intervention is strictly followed [186, 191, 192]. To participate in the post-transplant intervention appears to be much easier for those who already participated in physical activity programs prior the transplantation.

8. Used methods

8.1. Selection of tools that can be used for evaluation of physical fitness and quality of life in HD patients

8.1.1. Recommended examination before the initiation of regular physical activity of HD patients

Application of appropriate tests and proper examinations are necessary in order to avoid possible risks that are associated with physical activity of ESRD patients on dialysis treatment. Type, amount, and intensity should be individually indicated with the respect to the results of prior evaluation. The suggested physical activity should be also consulted with the physician in charge who should be able to provide additional information regarding patient’s health status. Important is basic anamnesis (ESRD courses, co-morbidities, pharmacotherapy), specific dialysis anamnesis (frequency and duration of dialysis session, duration of dialysis treatment, acceptance of dialysis treatment).

It is important to test actual potassium concentration before any physical activity recommendation. Too high or too low concentration may have fatal influence on heart rhythm because physical activity itself is associated with a lactate production in working muscles and a secretion of potassium ions which together significantly increases the potassium concentration. This is the reason why it is so important to know actual potassium level prior any activity. In addition the potassium level is also stimulated by beta blocators. Hypokalemic patients are threatened only rarely. The concentration of potassium in blood rapidly decreases after physical activity but because of the prior increase caused by physical activity there is a risk of developing tachycardia. Border values where physical activity is not recom-
mended are: in hypokalemia < 3.5, in hyperkalemia > 6 mmol/l. High intensities or sudden ends of exercise without gradual calming are not recommended at all for those patients.

Actual status important for individual intensity indication should be examined by available motor and fitness test (for more details see below). Kinesiology assessment which includes examination of joint flexibility, muscle strength, muscle shortages, coordination, motor stereotypes, sensation, etc. can be used [193]. Prior physical activity experience and actual fitness level (before and after enrolment into dialysis group) are also important factors that should be considered for physical activity recommendations. In this case simple inquiry and interview are methods commonly used to collect needed information.

Important is also an assessment of body composition and nutrition status of the patients. Various methods such as isotope dilution, hydro densitometry, potassium level examination, neutron activation analysis, or BMI can be used. Another appropriate non-invasive method to evaluate body composition is a multifrequent bioimpedance analysis (BIA). Questionnaires evaluating quality of life such as KDQOL-SF36, SQUALA, WHOQOL, etc. are also appropriate for assessment of psycho-social status.

8.1.2. Indication of physical activity

Regular physical activity is especially beneficial for HD patients with motor and cardiovascular limitations. Indication includes: diminished physical fitness, joint flexibility disorders, weakened muscle strength, coordination disorders, renal anemia, renal osteopathy, arterial hypertension, carbohydrate metabolism disorders and diabetes mellitus, lipid metabolism disorders [36]. Other details such as indications to the test termination or contraindication to the test execution are presented e.g. in publications of Daul et al. and ACSM [36, 63].

8.1.3. Contra-indication of physical activity [36, 62, 63, 194]

Total contraindications include malignant arterial hypertension (240/120 mmHg), resting decompensated hypertension (200/100 mmHg), unstable angina pectoris, heart failures, serious heart rate disorders without medication therapy, acute lung emboli, arterial events, advanced aortic stenosis, serious lung hypertension, acute illness (acute myocardial infarction, inflammations such as myocarditis, thrombophlebitis, fever, thyrotoxicosis). Partial contraindications include hyperkalemia > 6 mmol/l, hypokalemia < 3,5 mmol/l, serious renal osteopathy, serious uremic polyneuropathy, unstable angina pectoris, less serious heart rate disorders, some of the inborn or acquired valve malfunction, post myocardial infarction states, decompensated diabetes mellitus, patients reluctance to cooperation).

8.1.4. Possibilities of physical fitness testing in HD patient

There are several available tests of physical fitness appropriate for HD patients. The actual selection of the most suitable one depends on many factors such as motor ability and skills, actual health status, technical equipment, available space, and personnel experiences of the laboratory. The following list contains only the tests that are currently used and that proved
to be suitable for HD patients (Senior Fitness Test Manual, 6-minute walking test, Balke-Naughton treadmill test).

8.2. Senior fitness test manual [195]

Senior Fitness Test (SFT) was developed to evaluate components of physical fitness that are necessary for everyday activities performance among individual over 60 (to 90 years) years which is perfectly appropriate also for younger but chronically ill or physically impaired patients. The test battery evaluates muscle strength, aerobic endurance, flexibility, and dynamic stability. The individual tests are safe to perform, fun to execute, and the battery has a sufficient validity (0.8) and reliability. Importantly the testing does not require demanding technical equipment and large space and it is usable in the field settings. The SFT includes following tests: Sit to stand, Arm-curl, 2-minute Step test, Sit and Reach, Back Scratch, Up and Go, 6 minute walk test. According to the authors the battery evaluates “functional fitness” that has been defined as a minimal level of physical fitness that is necessary for independent performance of everyday activities safely and without undue fatigue. Results can be compared with the population norms presented at the SFT manual.

8.3. 6-Minute walk test

Although this is one of the test from the SFT battery it is commonly used separately in a clinical practice as well as in research studies conducted by Orry et al. [46], Golebiowski et al. [190], Ragnarsson et al., Bulckaen et al. and Reboredo et al. [196-198]. The result of the test is a number of meters that a tested person can walk with maximal effort in precisely 6 minutes. The test should be performed in a tunnel or outside where it is not required to turn during the whole test. During testing instructor walks 3-4 meters behind the tested person and measures the distance. Rest heart rate (HR), breath frequency (BF) and blood pressure (BP) are examined before the test execution. The degree of effort is evaluated immediately after the test completion by Borg scale [70, 71] and by earlier mentioned indicators (HF, BF, BP). Those are examined once again approximately 3 minutes later.

8.4. Balke-Naughton treadmill protocol

Another appropriate test for HD patients is Balke-Naughton treadmill protocol which is a submaximal intensity test executed on a treadmill [65]. Submaximal intensity is again determined by patient’s subjective evaluation or objectively by heart rate. It is a gradual test with incline of 1.5°. Starting speed is set up at 2, 2.5 or 3 km per hour and is increased by 1 – 2 km per hour. Duration of each stage is 5 minutes with 1 minute of a rest break between the stages. Blood pressure is taken during each break approximately 20 seconds after the end of the stage. Spiroergometric indicators such as $\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}$ are taken during walking. Also Borg scale is used after the completion of each stage [70, 71]. Classical rest indicators such HF, BF, BP, and subjective perception of intensity are assessed prior the testing. In addition it is recommended to monitor both rest and post-activity electrocardiograph for at least 5 minutes. Also heart response to each stage should be administered.
8.5. Bicycle treadmill test

Bicycle treadmill test according to WHO protocol is another test requiring submaximal intensity [8, 36, 61]. Submaximal intensity is again determined by patient’s subjective evaluation or objectively by heart rate. Starting power output is set up at 25W and is increased by 25W each 2 minutes until maximal fatigue. HF, BF, BP are monitored 30 seconds before the end of each stage. Patient evaluates subjective intensity by Borg scale [70, 71] after each stage. HF, BF, BP is assessed prior the testing. Also it is recommended to administer rest electrocardiograph and to monitor heard response during each stage. Post-testing electrocardiograph, HF, BF, BP as well as subjective perception of intensity should be assessed after the test completion. The most common cause of the test termination among HD patients are pain and muscle weakness of lower extremities [36] followed by cardiovascular complications characterized by a significant increase of blood pressure.

8.6. Subjective evaluation of exercise intensity

Subjective intensity evaluation by Borg scale [70, 71] is applied when objective methods such as for example lactate concentration, spiroergometric indicators such as VO$_2$, VO$_{2\text{max}}$ or HR and BP are not accurate due to medical therapy (beta blockers). Borg RPE („Rating of Perceived Exertion”) scale was developed to evaluate subjective perception of intensity. The combination of both subjective and objective evaluations during physical testing provides unique information about patients’ response to a physical testing and the tolerance to physical stress. RPE scale is a standardized tool to assess effort of tested person regardless age, gender, and origin. Basic presumption of clinical application is that perceptual and physiological responses are linear during various types and intensities of physical activity. This presumption can be used especially in testing of cardiac or HD patients with frequent cardiovascular complications that prevent them from maximal or submaximal effort exercises or tests. Results of Borg scale are valuable especially when the patient is treated by beta blockers because such group of drugs increases maximal oxygen consumption which in turn increases intensity of physical activity. RPE values between 12 and 13 corresponds with 60 – 70% VO$_{2\text{max}}$ and 16 corresponds with 85% VO$_{2\text{max}}$ [62, 199].

8.7. Possibilities of evaluating quality of life in HD patients

Quality of life can be evaluated by both subjective and objective approaches. However patient’s subjective evaluation of own perception of the given situation, ability to actively participate in work, family and social life, and the overall satisfaction is absolutely crucial for evaluating and understanding of the quality of life [179]. The best tool currently available is the scoring system known as Health Related Quality of Life (HRQOL) [200]. The HRQOL score is one of the crucial factor influencing strategic decisions about the treatment and overall approach to the patient as well as nosologic unit [200]. HRQOL consists of standardized questions and answers which enable to effectively evaluate patient’s health status. There are three types of questionnaires to assess quality of life – HRQOL [200] - Global assessment. This type provides general quality of life evaluation without a possibility to identify dysfunctions in individual areas or domains (physical, emotional, vitality, etc.). Generic
type enables to identify details and actual differences between individual population groups which permit to compare individual specifics or similarities in the area of quality of life. On the other hand specific type is explicit for certain disease. It was developed to analyze the disease progress in time. Although the types are separated they often overlap. All the three types are in general accepted. Example is questionnaire SF-36 (Short-form 36 Health Subject Questionnaire) which can be both global and generic. Other examples of generic assessments include: Karnofsky Performance Status Scale, Activities of Daily Living (ADL), Sickness Impact Profil (SIP), Time Trade-Off (TTO), SF 36. SIP identifies impact of the disease on health profile of patients. TTO enables to evaluate impact of the disease on working ability and independence [200]. Specific questionnaires were developed for individual diseases. Kidney Disease Questionnaire - KDQ is the most often one used in dialysed patients [179]. Features of both generic and specific questionnaire are presented in Kidney Disease Quality of Life Instrument (KDQOL) which also includes SF – 36. WHOQOL-BREF [201] and KDQOL-SF36 can be also used for evaluation of selected parameters HRQOL [202, 203]. So called European standard of Results for 8 components (domains) of HRQOL can be used for evaluation of SF-36 questionnaire results [204, 205].

9. Physical activity programs suitable for HD patient

Kutner and Jassal [185] created an entry and follow up criteria for integration into integrated care programs consisting of dialysis, and active short-term and long-term rehabilitation. The entry criteria include: active participation of motivated patient in rehabilitation program (active and voluntary cooperation), future potential of actual functional status improvement, activity of daily living (ADL), social interaction, and cognitive status. The follow up criteria include: cooperation of medical personnel on treatment adjustment, cooperation of dialyses nurses, multidisciplinary approach, long-term health status showing signs of improvements – positive reaction to impulses.

9.1. Priority goals of physical activity programs

Priority goal of physical activity program for dialysed patients is maintenance or improvement of physical fitness in order to support overall independence on other persons’ help, social re-integration, work re-integration of individuals in productive age, and chances to live a life of healthy individuals. Both individual and group physical activity programs must respect uniqueness of each participant, prior physical activity experiences, actual physical fitness status, recommendation of physician in charge, and must not threaten ones health. Physical activity programs should include activities leading to maintenance or improvement of joint flexibility and muscular strength, compensation of muscle disbalances, renovation of dynamic stereotypes necessary for independent living, correction of muscle coordination disorders, and improvement of cardio-respiratory fitness. Additional benefits of physical activity include improvement of mental tolerance (self-confidence, self-evaluation, solving stressful situations), improvement of overall independency, better dealing with the disease and the treatment (shortened hospitalization, decreased morbidity and mortality), more enjoyable work and lei-
sure activities, and enhanced dealing with the change of social roles in the family, work and society in general \[8, 36, 49\]. To satisfy all mentioned goals of physical activity programs is especially important for older patients, the majority of dialysed population.

9.2. Types of physical activity programs

Physical activity programs can be divided into group and individual exercises and, according to the timing within the complex HD treatment, into intradialytic and interdialytic physical activities. Each activity program is unique due to different acceptance of the complex treatment and the disease itself. German expert in nephrology divided physical activity programs into several groups according to the specific focus on individual components of physical fitness \[36\]:

**Conditioning training:** the goal is to maintain or improve overall fitness with the special attention to a development of basic motor abilities. Training includes exercises to improve joint flexibility, muscle strength and endurance, motor coordination and general physical condition.

**Conditioning-endurance training:** the goal is to improve cardio-respiratory fitness and to ease complication associated with ESRD and HD treatment (lower BP, carbohydrates and lipid metabolism optimization, etc.). Specific activities include all cyclic exercises (walking, jogging, cycling, etc.). HD patients should strictly follow individual intensity recommendation.

**Strength training:** the goal is to improve overall muscle strength, increase muscle volume, reduce atrophy of muscle fibers, support mineralization of the bone tissue, correct muscle disbalances, etc. Specific activities include resistance exercises and exercises with equipment such as weights, thera-bands, heavy bags with sand, etc..

**Balance-coordination training:** the goal is to correct coordination disorders and balance disorders which are associated with peripheral and central nervous system diseases. Specific activities include both individual and game based group exercises, exercises with balance equipment (overball, physioball, soft pad, etc.) and with gymnastic apparatus (bench, balls, ribstall).

**Breath training:** breath exercises are important for training of correct breathing stereotype which can be severely impaired among chronically ill individuals. The goal is to learn all types of breathing, coordinate breathing movements, harmonize function of organs, release overall tension, and optimize mental functions (stress, anxiety, and fear reduction).

**Relaxation training:** relaxation exercises are important part of physical activity programs of HD patients. Those exercises should be performed at the end of training session or individually. The goal of relaxation is to calm down all body processes, to release muscle tension in overloaded muscle groups, harmonize psychical functions, reduce risk of stress situations, re-gain strength and energy. Several relaxation techniques such as Schultz autogenic training, Jacobson progressive relaxation, or music are commonly used. Another example is Feldenkrais method which is based on body perception.
Following physical activity variations may be included in individual physical activity program:

**Bed exercises during hemodialysis:** the exercise is focused on a development or maintenance of joint flexibility and muscular strength on the one free upper extremity (without a-v shunt) and both lower extremities, breathing exercises, training of cardiovascular fitness using bed side ergometer.

**Exercises after dialysis** (inpatient or outpatient): includes the same exercises as during hemodialysis with employment of all positions except for back laying and sitting position and the arm with a-v shunt. The exercise is focused on: relaxation and stretching of overloaded muscle groups, training of movement coordination and movement stereotypes, breathing and relaxation exercises.

**Off-hemodialysis exercises** (outpatient): includes of cyclic aerobic physical activity focused on overall physical fitness improvement. Final selection is made individually in accordance with patient’s actual status and desires.

Following group exercises may be included within **group physical activity program**: water exercises, swimming, and outdoor activities such as walking, Nordic walking, games (petanque), relaxation, etc.

Physical activities and sports [72] such as badminton, walking on stairs, running, canoeing, rowing, fencing, skiing, table tennis, softball, volleyball, basketball, dancing, skating, tennis, squash, etc. are recommended for overall physical fitness improvement.

### 9.3. Individual phases of physical activity programs

Fundamentals of long-term physical activity among HD patients are the adaptation of motor and cardio-respiratory system to physical activity and training. The physical activity program is usually divided into several phases because of the presence of cardio-vascular complications. This is the same for other chronic conditions such as ischemic heart disease or acute myocardial infarction [36]. Individual phases differ by overall duration as well as duration of individual parts within the program (for details see Table 2.). However individual phases are interrelated and may be mixed. Also important role plays personality of each patient. Precise duration of individual phases is not presented because it is not described in the available literature [8, 36, 62, 63].

### 9.4. Timing of physical activity programs within complex hemodialysis treatment

Participation in physical activity in HD patients is also recommended between dialysis when the organism tolerates the physical load the best. According to the available literature the most effective is one day after the dialysis treatment or immediately after the dialysis [36, 62]. During those periods patients’ water and electrolyte metabolism are stabilized. However earlier mentioned recommendations are individual because few individuals may suffer from high ultrafiltration leading to a pressure decompensation. On the other hand inappropriate physical activity timing is between the two hemodialysis, especially the second
or the fourth day after the treatment (among patients with 1 – 2 hemodialysis per week), or at the same day of the procedure or immediately before the procedure (among patients with 3 or more hemodialysis per week). Those periods are typical for accumulation of body fluids in the organism and decompensation of water and electrolyte metabolism. Interestingly physical activity seems to be beneficial and well tolerated during the hemodialysis procedure. Physical loading during the dialysis is often the only chance to participate in regular physical activity for most patients because they lack any extra time needed for preparation for the physical activity session including commute time [49]. The best timing for physical loading is during the second hour of the dialysis due to body liquids movement and changes in blood pressure. On the contrary the beginning and the end of the dialysis are inappropriate because of high extracellular volume and often increased blood pressure. This risk of hypotension events and cramps is too high [61, 62, 95]. The first responses of cardiovascular system to exercise become obvious after one or two months of regular intervention. But substantial improvement in physical fitness among HD patient occurs after six months or even one year of regular participation in physical activity program. Any termination of physical activity causes rapid decrease of physical fitness which is noticeable in few weeks and speeds up the progression of the disease [8, 40]. This is the main reason why it is so important to stay physically active for as long as possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Program duration</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Type of physical activity</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Exercise session duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation phase</td>
<td>2-3 weeks</td>
<td>Explanation of advantages and risks of PA; Motivation to participate in either group or individual PA programs.</td>
<td>Simple exercises developed to improve joint flexibility and muscle strength, and to correct muscle shortages; Training of breath and exercise coordination; Training of own body perception and body responses to exercise; Conditioning exercise enriched by breath gymnastics; Beginning of easy cardio-respiratory training using passive forms of bicycle ergometer (bed-side ergometer or bicycle ergometer with added electromotor.</td>
<td>Borg RPE scale 7-9, 30-50% of ( VO_{2max} )</td>
<td>15-30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development phase</td>
<td>Stabilization phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Several months (10 – 12 weeks)</td>
<td>Follows the previous phases and continues for as long as possible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follows the adaptive phase and further develops practiced exercises; Emphasizes muscle strength (resistance training using own body weight) and muscle endurance; Stretching exercises; Training of movement coordination and cardio-respiratory fitness;</td>
<td>Motivation to regular PA participation; Group exercises integration; Both ambulatory and home off-dialysis PA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple arm movements; Vascular and respiratory gymnastics; Exercises maintaining or renewing muscle balance; Joint flexibility and muscle strength; Exercise and breathing coordination – increasing number of repetitions; Active interval cardio-respiratory training using bed-side ergometer, bicycle ergometer, walking and jogging (off-dialysis);</td>
<td>Games and group sports; Conditioning, coordination and strengthening exercises used as follows: a) adaptation phase – exercises to maintain or re-new muscle balance, joint flexibility, muscle strength (using equipment and apparatuses), exercise and breathing coordination – duration of the phase is 20 minutes; b) development phase – active training of cardio-respiratory fitness using bed-side ergometer, bicycle ergometer, walking and jogging (off-dialysis)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradual intensity increase by prolonged duration of the session or higher number of repetitions; Borg RPE scale 10-12 50-60% of VO_{max}.</td>
<td>Gradual intensity increase by prolonged duration of the session, incorporation of new exercises and more challenging versions of used exercises, strength exercises using various equipment and apparatus; Interval forms of cardio-vascular training are substituted by endurance forms with gradual increase of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-60 minutes</td>
<td>60-90 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.5. Organization of physical activity session for HD patient

Each session (group or individual) consists of three basic phases [33, 48, 52, 199]: a) warming-up b) main part – adaptation and development; c) Final part (cool down) – for details see Table 3. Duration and intensity of each session is set up individually based on actual condition of participants or group of participants.

9.6. Indication for termination or intensity cutback during physical activity session [8, 63]

Indications for lowering intensity include dizziness, faintness, sudden increase of breathing frequency, shallow breathing, increase of HR above training values, articulation and speech failures, nausea, chest pain or pressure, joint and muscle pain, skin color change (sudden redness), paleness in the lips and nose areas, cold perspiration [8, 63].

Indications for termination are described at ACSM’s Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription [63].

10. Research course

10.1. The focus of our research and used methods

Lately (2007-2012), our research has been focused on the evaluation of the effects of regular physical activity on functional status and quality of life during hemodialysis. Since 2010 we have also paid our attention to identification of possible ways to improve functional status and quality of life in patients at the early stages after kidney transplantation. This chapter provides information about research studies that were conducted within two grant projects titled “Quality of the life in renal dialysed individuals of the Czech Republic and the possibilities of their affection through an exercise intervention” 2007-2009 Registration number 406/07/P443 and „Muscle metabolism after kidney transplantation: early exercise intervention, selective nutrition and gene polymorphism” 2009-2011 IGA MZ CR 173 (NS-10518-3/2009).

The major goal of our research studies was to introduce and apply intradialysis physical activity program and to evaluate its effect on physical and mental status and quality of life in
HD patients. Specific aims were to assess actual functional fitness and quality of life of the Czech HD patients, to evaluate prevalence of motor system disorders among HD patients, and to compare the results with healthy population. One of the studies was focused on eld-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization of physical activity session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session part</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Types of PA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intensity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*PA (physical activity)*

Table 3. Characteristics of individual phases of physical activity session during hemodialysis
The criteria for inclusion in the studies were:

1. Previous medical examination and recommendation
2. Age over 18 years
3. Previous HD treatment for at least 4 months
4. Physical and mental ability to complete fitness tests and fill out HRQOL questionnaires
5. Positive attitude to physical activity
6. To be able to participate in exercise program at least twice a week
7. Expected inclusion in HD treatment program for another at least six months

The criteria for exclusion from the studies were:

1. Any significant cardiovascular, neurological and orthopedic complications
2. To miss more than two weeks of the program
3. Termination on the own request or because of transplantation, presence of medical complications or death

In 2009 we conducted three studies focused on the effect of regular physical activity during hemodialysis on physical fitness and quality of life among selected patients. It was a quasi-experiment in all three cases. Randomization process was avoided because of limited number of the study participant. Also all participants were volunteers. Informal consents were sign by all participants prior the study. All of the patients were examined by a nephrology expert who approved participation in the program. Test such as Senior Fitness Test Manual [195] and hand dynamometry test [215] as well as standardized quality of life questionnaires WHOQOL-BREF [201] and KDQOL-SF36 were used for evaluation of selected parameters. HRQOL was compared to preliminary norm for the Czech population of 45 years and older [202, 203]. So called European standard of Results for 8 components (domains) of HRQOL was used for evaluation of SF-36 questionnaire results [204, 205]. Descriptive analysis and non-parametric Wilcox signed-rank test was used for statistical analysis. Level for statistical significance was set up at p≤0.05.

Following physical activity program was applied among all study participants and all described criteria and recommendations were met. Exercise intensity during hemodialysis did not exceed aerobic HR and was applied during second and third hour of hemodialysis procedure as suggested by ACSM [62] and Daul et al. [36, 49]. Exercise sessions were led by trained personnel of dialysis unit. Course of each session was in detail described at prepared protocols. Each exercise session was led individually and the personnel monitored HR, BP and sign of fatigue. Exercise was terminated in the case of decompensation or sudden worsening of health status. Maximum of three patients participated in the program at the same
dialysis session due to organizational reasons (approximately 30 – 40 minutes of physical activity for each patient). Intensity of exercise was based on results of the three tests. The recommended intensity was always within submaximal range which is 60 – 70% of the maximal HR. Also objective intensity measured by Borg scale [70, 71] was monitored and did not exceed RPE of 12 – 13. Exercise sessions were performed at least two times per week. Interval form of physical loading was used for those who did not have prior physical activity experience or those who did not exercise for a long time. Also at the very beginning less number of repetitions as well as very low intensity at 30 – 50% of maximal HR or RPE of 7 - 9 was applied. Both volume and intensity were gradually increased. Periods of physical loadings were increased while rest periods were decreased; also number and used types of exercise as well as number of repetitions were increased and so forth. Very useful appeared to be an in-cooperation of relaxation and breathing exercises. Physical activity program consisted of adaptation and developing phase. Adaptation phase was performed for two months and consisted of: introduction and explanation of advantages and risks associated with physical activity in HD patients; joint flexibility training; stretching of shortened muscles; maintenance or improvement of muscle strength without use of equipment; vascular gymnastics; coordination of breathing with exercise; respiratory gymnastics; training of own body perception and body responses to exercise. Duration of each session was 20 – 30 minutes. Development phase was performed for four to six months and consisted of: further improvement of adaptation phase’s exercises, higher number of repetitions and extension of exercise session to 45 – 60 minutes, exercise with equipment. Any complications that would harm participants were not observed.

10.2. Overview of individual studies

**Study 1** [206]: Mixed sample of 15 hemodialysis patients participated in the study (men – N = 7; average age = 67.9 ± 17.8 years; average duration of dialysis = 34 months; women – N = 8; average age = 65.0 ± 11.6 years; average duration of dialysis = 32.5 months). Functional status and QoL were evaluated before and after the intervention. Only the improvement in 2-minutes step test among women was statistically significant (p<0.04) - 50% improvement was observed. Performance on the rest of the test was improved but the results were not statistically significant. Quality of life remained the same in most of the cases. However some of the domains such “physical activity”, “vitality”, and “mental health” showed a tendency to improvement. Quality of life was at the bottom of healthy population norms prior the intervention. After the intervention it was close to the population average values. Improvement was observed among patients who exercised regularly.

**Study 2** [207]: This study was conducted to evaluate effect of organized intradialytic physical activity on the health related quality of life among 44 hemodialysis patients (average age = 66.5±14.3 years; average duration of dialysis = 27 months). The majority of patients were over 60 years. From those under 60 years was 8 men (mean age = 48.5±7.2 years) and 7 women (mean age = 49.0±11.0 years). Quality of life was evaluated before and after the intervention. HRQOL was assessed by SF-36 and the results prior the intervention showed that the only one domain where the HD patients were comparable with the healthy population
norms was the domain of EWB-mental health. The results of the rest of the domains were much poorer as compared to the healthy population norms. Quality of life was slightly improved after the intervention however the results were statistically insignificant.

HRQOL was assessed by WHOQOL-BREF. The domain of “physical health” was lower as compared to the healthy population norms. The rest of the domains were comparable or at least at the lower level of the normal range. The domain “mental health” improved significantly after the intervention. The improvements in the rest of the domains were observed but unfortunately the differences were not statistically significant.

In general we can conclude that the strongest tendency for improvement in SF-36 was observed in the RE “restrictions due to emotional problems”, SF “social functioning”, and PF “physical fitness” domains. In WHOQOL-BREF the same tendency showed only the domain “mental health”. The experiences gained in the study demonstrated that in general older patients over 60 years are interested in the physical activity program participation. Between 60-75 years it was 9 men (average age = 66±4.0 years) a 9 women (average age = 70±3.7 years); and over 75 years it was 8 men (average age = 80±3.4 years) a 3 women (average age = 84±4.2 years). It was also found out that the majority of study participant had a prior experience with physical activity.

Study 3 [208]: The goal of the study was to provide comprehensive overview of ESRD, dialysis treatment, and associated complications and to present the results of the study project in the participating dialysis units in the Czech Republic. Study sample consisted of 44 HD patients (25 men, average age = 66.0 ± 14.1 years; 19 women: average age = 67.0 ± 14.7 years) from three dialysis units. However data from only 27 – 32 participants were analyzed. Three participants died, three had kidney transplantation and six were excluded due to worsened health status. Motor performance was analyzed among 12-16 men and 9-12 women. Those participated in both pre-tests and post-tests. HRQOL was analyzed only among 35 patients (without gender separation). Results of motor performance measured by Senior Fitness Test [195] were compared to the population norms according to age categories separately for men and women. Improvement in more than half cases was observed in men in five out of seven tests. Statistically significant improvement was observed in “chair sit and reach test” (p = 0.04). However it is important to know that the significance might be questionable due to a low number of participants. The rest of the improvements might have not been statistically significant but it is very likely that they were important from the personal point of view (clinically significant). Women improved only in the two tests – “back scratch test” and “step-test”. The improvements were observed in more than half women. HRQOL measured by SF-36 prior the intervention showed that the HD patients performed comparably with the healthy population norms except for one domain of EWB “mental health”. Performance in the dimensions of PF “physical functioning”, GH “general health” and RE “restrictions due to emotional problems” was significantly lower as compared to the healthy population over 45 years. Also worse performance on QoL tests was observed in the rest of the dimensions: BP “body pain”, EF “vitality”, RP “restrictions due to physical problems” and SF “social functioning”. After the intervention some of the domains of quality of life were improved but the difference was too low so it was insignificant.
HRQOL measured by WHOQOL-BREF showed that in comparison with the healthy population the domain of “physical health” is very poor. The lower range of the population norm was reached in the domain “mental health” prior the intervention. But after the intervention, it was significantly improved so it reached the average levels of the healthy population in the Czech Republic. In the domain “social relationships” the results before and after intervention were within the normal range. On the contrary the domain of “life conditions” was even above the normal range therefore the quality of life in this area is slightly better as compared to healthy population regardless the intervention. However the results have to be interpreted with great care due to a low number of participants.

In general it can be concluded that patients who participated in the intervention program during HD dialysis show the highest tendency for improvement in the following SF-36 domains: RE “restrictions due to emotional problems”, SF “social functioning” a PF “physical functioning” and one WHOQOL-BREF domain of “mental health”. Any complications that would harm participants were not observed.

**Study 4, 5 [19, 210]**: The goal of the study was to verify the fact that motor system disorders (MSD) are also a common complication associated with ESRD in the Czech Republic and that the prevalence is higher as compared to the healthy population. Overall aim of the study was to spread general knowledge about motor system disorders among dialysis patients and to incorporate appropriate physiotherapeutic methods into complex care and therefore to improve patients’ quality of life. Prevalence of MSD in healthy population was compared to the prevalence of MSD in dialysed patients. The study sample consisted of the total of 27 subjects (16 men/11 women, 28-86 years, average dialysis = 44.8 ± 53.6 months; MSD prevalence 81.5 %).

Assessment of selected indicators was divided into three parts so duration of testing did not exceed 45 minutes. Assessment included following tests: anamnesis, kinesiology testing, stand on the two weights test, spinal functional examination, back palpation, deep stabilizing spine system examination, neurologic examination of lower extremities sensation, breathing stereotypes examination, and sit-stand test. Anamnesis data were collected using a questionnaire consisting of questions relevant to MSD. The actual selection of the questions was based on the available literature [118, 119, 216]. Questionnaire also contained questions about dialysis treatment, regular physical activity, and daily routines. Anamnesis data were then completed from the internal database of the dialysis unit and from the interview with the physiotherapist in charge. Our results were also compared with the results of international studies. The total of 26 individual (96%) were able to walk independently at the time of testing. Out of those individuals 10 were able to walk maximally 1 – 4 km without resting. The most common complication was hypertension (21 patients, 78%). MSD were found in 22 out of 27 subjects (81,5%). The most common MSD was arthritis (6 patients, 22%) and diabetic polyneuropathy (5 patients, 18,5%). The most common symptom was pain (22 patients, 81,5%), followed by limited ability to move and back pain (17 patients, 63% in both cases). The most damaged part of the body was spine (17 patients, 63%).

The prevalence of MSD was significantly higher as compared to the healthy population (p < 0.05). Unfortunately this was thru even when comparing data of elderly population (p <
Our results correspond with the results of international studies. This study was published in the two journals with different aims. One was a rehabilitation journal for strictly physiotherapy expert readers and the other one was sport science journal. In addition the results were presented at nephrology and sport congresses [209, 210, 212].

Study 6, 7, 8 [209, 212-214]: This project was focused on musculoskeletal system disorders (MSD), functional capacity and quality of the life in patients on renal dialysis treatment (RDT). The results of the study address the prevalence of MSD among HD patients. While the first part of the project was strictly descriptive, the second part of the project was an intra-group experimental comparative study. Thus the project included two phases: diagnostic and interventional. Group 2 – ESRD patients N= 67 (34 males/33 females; mean age 64±15yrs; RDT 39±56.4 months). Aim: to prove positive effect of regular exercise program on functional and psychosocial condition of HD patients. All participants completed 6-months conditioning program during each HD. Senior Fitness Test - SFT [195] was used to evaluate functional fitness. Hand dynamometer test – Handgrip [215] was used to assess the maximum static-power capacity which is not included in SFT. We always tested non-fistula arm. To evaluate the effect of the exercise therapy, especially its influence on HRQOL, the standardized questionnaire SF-36 Bref [202] was used in the pre-tests as well as post-tests. Also so called European standard of Results for 8 components (domains) HRQOL was used [204]. Firstly we compared results of our patients with population norms and secondly we compared results of the pre- and post-tests. Descriptive analysis and non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p ≤ 0.05) was used to data analysis.

The number of patients decreased at the end of the study to N = 49 (73.1 % of the original number). 18 participants (26.9 %) were excluded from the overall evaluation due to the following reasons: presence of significant cardiovascular, neurological and orthopedic complications; termination of the exercise program for more than two weeks; termination on the own request or because of transplantation, medical complications or death. The only statistically significant difference between pre- and post-test was observed among female group in Sit to stand test (p=0.04). The improvement for the rest of physical fitness tests was not found statistically significant. However 50% of the improvements were observed in four out of seven tests. Among male group, despite the fact that none of the pre- and post-intervention differences were not found statistically significant, at least 50% of the improvements were observed in four out of seven tests. The improvement of quality of life measured by SF-36 was found statistically insignificant. There was a strong but not statistically significant increase in the two HRQOL components: RE- Emotional limitations of Roles and EV – Vitality. Based on our results, we can assume that the most important components in patients’ everyday life are independence and well-being. The results of the study were published in two journals and presented at one conference. One journal is for expert medical personnel working with ESDR patients and the other deals with sport science among elderly.

Study 9 [211]: The goal of the study was to evaluate the physical fitness among randomized group of 50 individuals (19 women and 31 men, average age 54.2±11.7 years) at early stages after the kidney transplantation (1 – 6 months). Senior Fitness Test (SFT) was used to evaluate physical fitness. The study results were compared with the population norms and with
the results of 61 long-term hemodialysis patients (30 men, 31 women, average age $65.2\pm13.1$ years) by statistical analysis ANCOVA. Covariate was patients’ age. The group of patients after the transplantation performed better as compared to long-term hemodialysis patients (in five out of six tests $p\leq0.05$) but did not reach levels of healthy population.

The total of 39% patients after the transplantation were bellow or at the lower level of the population norms in overall fitness. For endurance it was 84% and for flexibility only 16%. SFT proved to be an appropriated testing tool for physical fitness evaluation among renal patients at the early post-transplant stage. The SFT can be also used in the later stages for further comparisons. In addition it can be used as a motivating factor for physical activity participation.

**Study 10 [214]:** The goal of the study was to assess an impact of regular exercise and nutrition intervention on physical fitness and the quality of life (QoL) in the first year after kidney transplantation (Tx). Group of patients: (M/F, 11/10, age 59.1±10.8 yrs/ 57.0±8.4 yrs; 69.9±25.4/65.1±17.8 days post-Tx), randomized into 4 subgroups: exercise (E), exercise + nutrition (E+N), nutrition (N), control (C). For testing the physical fitness and QoL we used the “Senior Fitness Test Manual” and KDQOL-SF™ questionnaire. Exercise intervention focused mainly on the joint mobility, muscle strength, nimbleness, dynamic stability, and cardio respiratory endurance (3 times/week; 60 minutes; 6 months). Nutrition intervention included substitution with keto-amino-acides. Results were analyzed using the non-parametric Wilcoxon and Kruskal-Wallis Test.

Both physical fitness as well as QoL in the first year after Tx improved in all patients. Statistically significant differences in the dynamics of physical fitness were observed in 1-4th months post Tx in four out of six tests ($p \leq 0.01$) and in 1-8th months post Tx in five out of six tests ($p \leq 0.05$). The greatest improvement in physical fitness was achieved by the E+N group followed by N, E and C groups. QoL improved in the groups E+N and N in seven out of eight dimensions, however the results were statistically insignificant. The combination of an exercise and nutrition intervention was the most effective.

11. Status and further research

Our laboratory is focused on the evaluation of physical and mental fitness of both hemodialysis patients as well as patients at early stages after kidney transplantation. Foci of our attention are effects of regular physical activity on physical fitness and quality of life of hemodialysis patients. As a result of our efforts unique intradialytic physical activity program has been developed and applied in the clinical practice. The program is among other focused on strengthening of lower extremities. It has been proven that the program is well tolerated and accepted by the majority of the patients and, most importantly, that it has a potential to improve most of the components of physical fitness and quality of life. However the improvements were not in most cases statistically significant. Negative effects were not identified. It is important to note that the results of our research studies have to be interpreted with a great care. The reasons are low research sample sizes and non-existence of control
The major goal was not to prove the changes itself but to improve life of dialysis patients by individualized care. Health status of HD patients can rapidly change due to a number of typical complications which in turn negatively affect physical fitness and thus quality of life. In accordance with available international research our studies provided additional evidence that physical activity during hemodialysis does not threaten health status of these patients. In can be concluded that positive effect of physical activity on physical fitness, especially lower extremities muscle strength, have been proven. Although the improvements of quality of life were not statistically significant it can be said that they were clinically significant and that regular physical activity has a great potential to improve quality of life, especially the domains of “physical functioning”, “vitality” and “mental health”. Due to advanced age of the majority of HD patients (over 60 years) it seems important to focus exercise programs on the maintenance or improvement of muscle strength since it rapidly decreases with age and the disease progress. According to ACSM [194] and Shephard [217] muscular strength decreases 15 – 20% per decade after 50 years. This reality negatively impacts the ability to move and to perform activities of daily living independently. Certain level of muscular strength among persons over 60 years is crucial for activities such as stair climbing, getting in and out of the public transportation or bath tub, carrying groceries, lifting objects, etc. [218]. Decreased muscle strength of lower extremities is one of the essential predictor of future locomotion problems [219, 220].

In the National Kidney Foundation Disease Outcomes Quality Initiative guidelines it is suggested that lifestyle issues such as physical activity should be seen as cornerstones of the therapy. Physical fitness in adults with chronic kidney disease (CKD) is greatly reduced so it negatively impact ability to perform activities of everyday life and occupational tasks [221]. Research studies dealing with the issue of physical activity among ESRD patients and its effect on quality of life suggest various durations of intervention programs (from 6 weeks to 4 years). However the rule “longer, better” can be applied in this case. Regarding quality of life, at least 12 weeks intervention is needed [33, 39]. The improvement is the most obvious in the domains related to physical functions. On the other hand changes in mental domains require longer interventions. Off course that the level of improvements depend on duration of the intervention, its content, volume, intensity of loading and timing with respect to hemodialysis [52]. Combination of various types of physical activity and various intensity result in greater benefits and stronger adherence to physical activity [9, 48, 52]. Adherence to physical activity of HD patients is also determined by their health status, dialysis stage, and motivation. Important factor of the success is a practical cooperation between physiotherapist and medical personnel which is well documented in number of studies [8, 39, 49]. Although advantages of intradialytic physical activity are well documented in both national and international literature, the intradialytic exercise is still quite rare in the clinical practice. Most of the early studies have been applying aerobic type of physical activity using bed-side ergometer [39, 40, 48, 50, 61, 222]. About two decades ago other types of physical activity such as joint flexibility exercises, muscle strength and endurance exercises, balance exercises, overall coordination exercises, coordination of breathing and exercise exercises or relaxation techniques started to be tested in many research projects. As mentioned earlier the goal...
of our studies was to spread the general knowledge of the benefits of physical activity among HD patients, nephrologists and physiotherapist. Selected diagnostic tools used in the international literature were proven to be appropriate for the use in the Czech Republic settings. So far physical activity programs are not an option in most Czech dialysis units although the results of our projects proved that such program are beneficial and safe. Dialysed patients have higher risk of prevalence of MSD therefore the physiotherapeutic interventions are more than appropriate. The issues of MSD among dialysis patients are not sufficiently recognized by medical care representatives. Discussed issues were very well captured by Perryman and Harwood [55] who said that painful complications of motor system limit even healthy individuals. In combination with polymorbidity of dialysis patients the presence of pain may lead to deconditioning and overall decrease of functional abilities. Physiotherapist can help dialysis patients to reach safe and long-term mobility. Thus the role of physiotherapist is in multidisciplinary care absolutely crucial [55]. The major goal of the care of motor system of dialysis patients is to ensure long-term independence and self-support and thus postpone the need of other person’s help which at the end significantly increases the cost of care. Although the kidney transplantation is so far the most effective treatment it does not ensure immediate re-integration into ordinary life. It is important to inform patients that certain level of physical fitness is one of the most important factors influencing successful treatment [223]. The patients after kidney transplantation have better levels of fitness as compared to the patients on the dialysis but it still does not reach normal levels of healthy population. The most diminished component of physical fitness is aerobic endurance and the best is flexibility. The appropriate physical activity intervention should be a standard part of medical care of those patients. Unfortunately, with the respect to its specific requirements, it is not available type of care. The presence of someone who would lead and inform patients, monitor their health status and correct performance (type, intensity, etc.) is necessary to ensure the appropriateness of the physical activity. But needed experts such as physiologist, sport physician, rehabilitation specialist are not part of the nephrology team in the Czech Republic as well as abroad. Also commonly used tests of physical loading such as spiro-ergometry evaluations (maximal oxygen consumption, maximal heart rate, etc.) are not always appropriate for HD patients. Simple and easy to understand evaluations of physical fitness may ensure patients that the physical activity is effective and thus it can increase their motivation to remain physically active [224, 225]. SFT proved to be a great example. It is considered an alternative evaluation of physical fitness among dialysis patient although it was originally developed to assess functional fitness among elderly [195].

As already stated all study participants were volunteers. It rises a question whether the interest level in the active participation and thus the opportunity to actively influence own health can be reflected in overall QoL evaluation or not. In our opinion it certainly can. The reason for this might be an individual psychological attitude (if he/she is an optimist or pessimist), level of subjective over-estimation or under-estimation of actual health condition (at the time of testing), interest in exercise activities, etc. Patients’ motivation plays an important role in QoL evaluation. The professional nursing staff must explain to HD patients the
benefits and also potential risks of the exercise activities and to emphasize their significance for complex treatment.

As mention throughout the text regular physical activity should be essential part of active lifestyle among chronically ill dialysis patients. Appropriate exercise proved to be a great tool to improve quality of life and therefore it should be part of the complex treatment. Independence on other is desirable among all persons, especially the older ones. Physical activity participation represents an active approach in care of own body and should be always emphasized and supported. With the regard to still increasing number of older HD patients, it is important to include physical activity programs into a complex care. Equally important is to spread the knowledge about physical activity benefits in HD patients as much as possible.

12. Practical examples of individual exercises appropriate for HD patient

12.1. Intradialytic Exercise Program (IEP)

The available literatures focused on recommendation and application of physical activity program during hemodialysis procedures is sparse [8, 36, 226]. Any physical activity should be performed between 2nd and 3rd hour of the hemodialysis procedure. Indicators such as HR, BR and BP should be monitor at regular intervals. The arm with a-v shunt is relaxed and lying down. This arm is not activated during the exercise. Physical activity starts slowly and the intensity, number of repetitions and exercise duration is gradually increased according to individual needs of each patient. Shorter exercises are preferred at the early stages of intervention. Patients should wear comfortable clothing. It is recommended not to eat at least one hour prior the exercise session (excluding diabetics). Recommended drinking depends on the amount of urination. It appears to be useful to set up individual goal before each exercise session (for example to learn two new exercises and repeat those five times or to climb stairs instead of using elevator). After mastering the goal a new more challenging goal should follow. All exercises should be performed slowly with great concentrations while strictly maintaining proper position. Important is a regular breathing without holding it in. It is useful to remind patients who are not used to physical activity that exercise is often accompanied by muscle pain, joint pain and muscle fatigue, especially on the day after the exercise session. Those symptoms are not very common right after the session and sometimes they can be postponed for another few days. There is no need to worry. The body is adapting to exercise so the symptoms become less and less obvious until they disappear completely. Important is not to terminate regular exercises because every start is hard. It is recommended to perceive exercise as a pleasant addition to daily routines. Individual exercises are selected according to patients’ preferences. Pain should not be suppressed at any time. Whole process of exercise session should be documented in prepared protocols. Also resting days should be monitored together with the reason of inactivity. Filled up protocols are important for the feedback which is necessary for the future physical loading plan. All earlier mentioned indicators (HR, BR and BP) are continuously monitored during physical activity session and all eventual deviations to normal conditions are documented. Prior the
beginning of the exercise, patients are provided with information about actual content of the session and factors leading to the exercise termination. Patients are again reminded not to use the arm with a-v shunt. It is recommended to perform few exercises using this arm after the dialyses although the area of a-v shunt should be always avoided. Equipment such as light balls or overballs are suitable for loading the a-v shunt arm. The exercise should be slowed down when patient experiences any of the following symptoms: difficulties with breathing, lack of breath, heavy perspiration, abnormally high HR (or abnormally low HR). Exercise should be avoided on very hot or humid days or when patients do not feel well. Cramps, muscle pain or abnormal feeling one hour after the session signalize too challenging exercise. In that case the exercise is immediately terminated. If symptoms such as dizziness, nausea, cramps, serious fatigue, chest pain, irregular HR are presented, physician in charge should be contacted.

Good physical fitness is a prerequisite for promoting good quality of life and can prolong survival of hemodialyzed patients. The beneficial effect of regular physical activity on the overall fitness and mental status of hemodialyzed patients has been reviewed in detail in a number of studies [21-43, 221]. Specific benefits of regular exercise in hemodialysis include:

- in terms of **physical fitness**: increased exercise tolerance; improved overall functional status of the motor system; normalization of the lipid profile (HDL cholesterol, triglycerides, and so on); normalization of insulin tolerance and metabolism; power training muscle protein synthesis and inhibition of protein catabolism; improved hypertension control → reduction of the risk factors of cardiovascular complications and their decreased incidence → reduced morbidity and mortality rates.

- in terms of **psychological fitness**: improved control of depression and anxiety; improved mood, self-confidence; improved management of sleep disorders; improved nutrition and appetite; improved adaptation to stress, workload, and out-of-work activities; improved social interaction, support of return to work and improved social interaction; reduced dependence on others.

The mainstay of our intradialytic exercise program are activities leading to maintenance or improvement of joint flexibility and muscular strength, compensation of muscle disbalances (overloading and shortening of muscle groups), renovation of dynamic stereotypes necessary for independent living, correction of muscle coordination disorders, and improvement of cardio-respiratory fitness.

Individual exercises and variants thereof have been developed so they can be readily performed during hemodialysis. Long-term repetition and extension of the main part of the physical activity session will help improve the above components of physical fitness. By offering the patient a chance to maintain or improve their physical fitness, active elimination of musculoskeletal system-related complaints makes the patient aware of their independence and self-sufficiency as well as their potential contribution to promoting their physical and mental health and improving their quality of life.

Joint mobility (flexibility) is a physical feature whose development affects a man’s functional capacity. As regards performance of physical activities, flexibility is a variable characterizing
the status of the muscular system and, in combination with other variables, characterizes a body’s functional status [227]. Joint mobility is closely associated with the status of the muscular system or, more exactly, with balanced muscle stretching and strengthening referred to as muscle balance. A shortened muscle or a muscle group may restrict the extent of joint movement. A certain extent of joint mobility is critical for proper performance of a movement and may also affect muscle strength. Weakened muscles are unable to move properly through the desired movement pattern, which is why ancillary muscles become involved in the movement and may subsequently become unnecessarily overloaded. Adequate muscle strength is crucial for maintaining or strengthening a patient’s current movement ability and skills. Muscle strength can be obtained or enhanced by power exercise. Special attention should primarily be given to strengthening weakened muscle groups or those showing a tendency to wasting (phasic muscles, e.g., abdominal, gluteal muscles). While muscle strengthening is of critical importance for the elderly, muscle strength is a factor limiting self-sufficiency and self-care not only in that particular patient population. Attention should be given to strengthening of lower limb muscles but, also, of all muscle groups as a whole. Before starting a program of strengthening weakened muscle groups and during it, consideration should also be given to stretching muscle groups with a tendency to shorten, and those with a higher resting tone to maintain the upright posture. Balanced stretching and strengthening of muscles based on their tendency to shorten or waste will not only contribute to developing and maintaining their current abilities and skills as well as enhancing the level of self-care and self-sufficiency, it will also prevent the development of so-called muscle imbalance experienced by most – not only those suffering from chronic disease or elderly – patients. When performing individual exercises, emphasis should always be placed on the respiratory phase. Proper coordination of movements and breathing is critical not only for the correct performance of a movement but, also, for adequate oxygen supply to the working muscle.

12.2. Example of intradialytic physical activity session [228]

Our exercise program gives only several examples of exercises that can be helpful in developing components of physical fitness. The exercises have been selected from a large set of exercises designed for the hemodialysis patient. The whole exercise set along with the respective illustrations is available in a publication [228] by Svoboda and Mahrová (2009).

Characteristics of individual phases are presented below. Individual exercises are focused on upper or lower extremity movements (arms or legs) separately. All exercises can be combined using arms and legs at the same time. When combining the exercises, coordination of all movements becomes more difficult, therefore, the focus on proper execution is crucial.

The defined number of repetitions is recommended, however, it does not have to be strictly followed. Adjusting the repetitions according patients’ subjective feeling during the exercises is recommended. The exercise unit may start with lower number of repetitions, which may be gradually increased with respect to the enhanced fitness.

Starting position (the position the exercise starts with) - SP
Warming-up:

1. **SP:** Back-lying position, arms are alongside the body.

   **Movements:** Wrist circling, alternately in both directions. See Figure 1.

   **Repetitions:** 6-8 times to the right, then to the left, separately.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

2. **SP:** Back-lying position, arms are alongside the body with palms facing upward.

   **Movements:** While breathing out, bend your arms at the elbows with palms touching the shoulders. See Figure 2.

   **Repetitions:** 6-8 times

![Figure 2](image2.png)

3. **SP:** Back-lying position, the arms is flexed with palm on the shoulder ("wing").
Movements: Shoulder circling, alternately in both directions. The shoulder of the arm with the AV- fistula performs circling while adducted. Note: Do not hold the breath. The arm moves upward while breathing in, and downward while breathing out. See Figure 3.

Repetitions: 6-8 times

![Figure 3.](image)

4. SP: Back- Repetitions: lying position, legs are hip-width apart, arms alongside the body.

The goal: Vascular gymnastics – supports blood circulation in deep veins.

Movements: Flex the tips of your feet towards the shins, breathe out, stretch the tips and breathe in. Alternative: Alternately flexing and stretching the tips of the feet. See Figure 4.

Repetitions: 6-8 times

![Figure 4.](image)
5. **SP**: Back-lying position, arms are alongside the body.

**Movements**: Bend the knees alternately, breathe in, go back to the starting position and breathe out.

**Note**: Do not hold the breath. Do not bend both knees at the same time.

**Alternative**: Bend your knees, breathe in, stretch your legs upward, breathe out, bend your knees again, breathe in, go back to the starting position while breathing out ("triple-flexion"). See Figure 5a, 5b.

**Repetitions**: 6-8 times

![Figure 5](image)

6. **SP**: Back-lying position with knees bent, arms are alongside the body.

**Movements**: Keep your lower back flat on the floor while breathing out, legs alternately perform the bike riding movements. Alternately use the right and left leg. **Note**: Do not hold the breath. Do not sag. See Figure 6.

**Repetitions**: 6-8 times

![Figure 6](image)
Main Part:

The main part can be divided into three individual sections focused on increasing the joint range movement, stretching and strengthening part. Execute the joint range movement enhancing exercises only when the movement is felt comfortable. Do not exercise against the pain. The stretching exercises should be associated with the feeling of comfortable muscle pull, never do the exercise against the pain. The strengthening exercises should be executed slowly with gradual muscle pull that is felt comfortable. Aids: Thera-Bands® (various flexibility, yellow, red, green and blue thera-bands are recommended), physio-big ball, overball, small soft balls, dumbbells (0.5 kg, 1kg, 2 kg).

Enhancing Joint Range Movements – the exercises are the same as those used in the warming-up phase, the number of repetitions is higher.

Muscle Stretching

1. Muscle group: Muscles of the whole body

SP: Back-lying position, arms are alongside the body.

Movements: Stretch your arms upward, reach out, breathe in, release and breathe out. Alternative: Alternately stretch diagonally just one leg and one arm. Note: Do not hold the breath. Do not sag. Do not lift your shoulders. See Figure 7.

Repetitions: 6-8 times

Figure 7.

2. Muscle group: Neck extensors

SP: Back-lying position, knees are flexed with feet flat on the floor, arms are alongside the body.
Movements: Breathe in, stretch your neck and head in line with the neck spine while breathing out, the chin is pressed towards the chest (“double chin”). Note: Head rests on the floor or on a pillow. See Figure 8.

Repetitions: 2 – 4 times, hold the stretched position for 10 – 15 seconds.

Figure 8.

3. Muscle group: Neck muscles – trapezius muscles

SP: Back-lying position, knees are flexed with feet flat on the floor, arms are alongside the body, shoulders pushed downward.

Movements: Breathe in, and while breathing out tilt your head by sliding the head on the floor alternately to the right and left. The ear is pulled towards the shoulder, shoulders are pushed downward. You must feel the muscle pull beginning below the ear through the neck towards the shoulder on the stretched side of the body. Note: Do not turn the head to the side. See Figure 9.

Repetitions: 2 – 4 times, hold the stretched position for 10 – 15 seconds.

Figure 9.
4. **Muscle group**: Gluteal muscles, muscles on the back of the thigh  

**SP**: Back-lying position  

** Movements**: One leg is flexed at the knee, arms clasp below the knee as you breathe out, the leg is pulled towards the chest. The other leg reaches out as much possible while remaining on the floor. Return to the starting position while breathing in, perform the same to the other side. **Note**: Do not pull the leg using the arm with the A-V fistula, do not hold the breath, do not lean your head backward, and do not lift your legs off the floor. See Figure 10.  

**Repetitions**: 2 – 4 times, hold the stretched position for 10 – 15 seconds.

![Figure 10](image-url)

5. **Muscle group**: Gluteal muscles, outer thigh muscles, low back  

**SP**: Back-lying position, legs are flexed and crossed, arms are alongside the body, slightly to the sides.  

** Movements**: Breathe in and while breathing out, tilt both legs to the side, alternately to the right and left. **Note**: Scapulas remain flat on the floor, do not lean your head backward, do not sag, do not hold the breath. See Figure 11.  

**Repetitions**: 2 – 3 times, hold the stretched position for 10 – 15 seconds.

6. **Muscle group**: Spinal erectors, deep muscles of the back (rotators)  

**SP**: Back-lying position, arms are alongside the body.  

** Movements**: Breathe in, put your right leg across the left while your head to the opposite side and breathing out. The lower leg is supported against the left thigh, the left arm is supported against the outer side of the right thigh. Alternate the left and right leg.  

**Note**: Scapulas remain flat on the floor. See Figure 12.  

**Repetitions**: 2 – 4 times, hold the stretched position for 10 – 15 seconds.
7. **Muscle group:** Inner thigh muscles

**SP:** Back-lying position, knees are flexed with feet flat on the floor, arms are alongside the body or stretched to the side.

**Movements:** Breathe in, lower your knees to the side towards the floor while breathing out, soles remain connected. **Note:** Do not hold the breath. Do not sag. See Figure 13.

**Repetitions:** 2 – 4 times, hold the stretched position for 10 – 15 seconds.
Figure 13.

Muscle strengthening

1. Muscle group: Straight abdominal muscles

SP: Back-lying position, knees are flexed with feet flat on the floor, arms are alongside the body.

Movements: Tighten your abdominals while breathing out, keep your low back flat on the floor, lift your head, shoulders and scapulas up from the floor, push your shoulders downward, tips of the feet are flexed towards the shins, look above your knees to the distance. See Figure 14. Note: Do not hold the breath. If your abdominal muscles are weak, lift your head only, scapulas are flat on the floor.

Repetitions: 6-8 times, hold for 2-3 seconds.

Figure 14.

2. Muscle group: Straight abdominal muscles
SP: Back-lying position, legs are bent approximately at 90 degrees at the hip and knee joints, the little ball is on your lower legs, arms are alongside the body.

Movements: Roll the ball on your lower legs back and forth, breathe regularly. See Figure 15. Note: Use only soft, small balls.

Repetitions: 6-8 times.

Figure 15.

3. Muscle group: Muscles of the back of the thigh, gluteal muscles

SP: Back-lying position, knees are flexed with feet flat on the floor, arms are alongside the body with palms facing the floor.

Movements: Tighten your glutes while breathing out, low back is flat on the floor, continue with lifting your low back from the floor, slowly, vertebra by vertebra up to the scapulas, breathe in, and gradually go back to the starting position while breathing out. Alternative: The movement can be divided into 2, 3 phases, hold the muscle contraction. See Figure 16.

Note: Do not hold breath, the movement is executed slowly with slight arm support.

Repetitions: 5-8 times, hold for 2-3 seconds.
4. **Muscle group:** Outer thigh muscles

**SP:** Back-lying position, knees are slightly flexed, arms alongside the body. The Thera-Band® is above the ankles.

**Movements:** While breathing in, slightly lift one leg off the floor and tilt the leg to the side while breathing out. Repeat the same with the other leg. **Alternative:** The movement can be divided into 2-3 phases, with hold of the muscle contraction. See Figure 17.

**Note:** Knees can be supported by a roll, or a rolled mat. Low back is flat on the floor. To ensure the leg is tightened, flex the tip of the exercised leg towards the shin.

**Repetitions:** 6-8 times.

---

5. **Muscle group:** Inner thigh muscles
SP: Back-lying position, knees are slightly flexed, arms alongside the body. Put an overball or a rolled blanket in between your knees.

**Movements:** While breathing out push the knees and thighs toward each other, release while breathing in. **Note:** Knees can be supported by a roll, or a rolled mat. The arm with the AV fistula must not press against the floor. See Figure 18.

**Repetitions:** 6-8 times.

![Figure 18](image)

6. **Muscle group:** Hip flexors, front thigh muscles

SP: Back-lying position, knees are slightly flexed, arms alongside the body. The Thera-Band® is above the ankles.

**Movements:** Lift one leg off the floor while breathing out, perform the same with the other leg. **Note:** Knees can be supported by a roll, or a rolled mat. The arm with the AV fistula must not press against the floor. See Figure 19.

**Repetitions:** 6-8 times.

7. **Muscle group:** Shoulder girdle muscles

SP: Back-lying position, knees are slightly flexed with feet flat on the floor, arms alongside the body. The Thera-Band® is attached to the bedside or an armchair.

**Movements:** While breathing out, the arms raise and pull the Thera-band up and forward, release while breathing in. **Alternative:** The movement can be divided into 2-3 phases, with hold of the muscle contraction. See Figure 20.

**Repetitions:** 6-8 times.
8. Muscle group: Outer shoulder muscles

**SP:** Back-lying position, knees are flexed, arms alongside the body. The Thera-Band® is attached to the bedside or an armchair.

**Movements:** One arm (the one without the A-V fistula) is stretched to the side at the shoulder height. The arm slides on the floor. **Alternative:** The movement can be divided into 2-3 phases, with hold of the muscle contraction. See Figure 21.

**Repetitions:** 6-8 times.
9. **Muscle group:** Latissimus dorsi, rotator cuff muscles

**SP:** Back-lying position with knees flexed, one arm (the one without the A-V fistula) is raised upward. The Thera-Band® is attached to the bedside or an armchair.

**Movements:** The arm pulls the Thera-Band down from the upward to the forward position. **Alternative:** The movement can be divided into 2-3 phases, with hold of the muscle contraction. See Figure 22.

**Repetitions:** 6-8 times.

10. **Muscle group:** Biceps
**SP:** Back-lying position, knees are slightly flexed with feet flat on the floor; arms are alongside the body with palms facing upward. The Thera-Band® is attached to the bedside or an armchair.

**Movements:** Flex your arm at the elbow while breathing out and go back to the starting position while breathing in. **Alternative:** The movement can be divided into 2-3 phases, with hold of the muscle contraction. See Figure 23.

**Note:** The upper arm remains in contact with the floor.

**Repetitions:** 6-8 times.

![Figure 23.](image)

The Final part:

The final part should be focused on stretching the exercised muscle groups. Complementing this part with some relaxation music is beneficial and recommended. Heart rate should be taken at the end of the exercise following the cool-down phase. The heart rate should be approximately the same as before starting the exercise, which corresponds to a normal resting heart rate.
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